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Abstract
Persistent shoulder instability following joint arthroplasty remains a concern with mixed
outcomes following clinical and surgical intervention. Thus, a linked universal joint implant
was developed and functionally analyzed. A virtual model of the linked implant was developed
and implanted in a 3D bony specimen to measure the available circumduction range of motion.
Stresses in the implant were estimated using finite element analysis based on joint loads during
activities of daily life. The glenoid fixation stress was evaluated using finite element analysis.
The results of this feasibility study show the linked implant is predicted to restore normal range
of motion, and withstand expected joint loads without yield or fatigue failure. Bone fixation
stress remains a concern, depending on the implant configuration and aggressive joint loading.
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Shoulder arthroplasty, Chronic Shoulder Instability, Salvage Procedure, Universal Joint,
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

OVERVIEW: The introductory chapter describes the shoulder joint and the relevant
anatomical structures involved in the joint’s function. Since the designed implant aims to
treat chronic shoulder instability, the symptoms and causes of instability are discussed.
Current surgical treatment options for shoulder instability and related pathology are
presented, along with their successes and limitations. The chapter concludes with a
rationale and objective for the design of a novel linked shoulder implant based off a
universal joint.

1.1 Shoulder Anatomy
The shoulder joint (glenohumeral joint) is a shallow ball and socket joint, comprised of the
humeral head articulating against the glenoid fossa of the scapula. The shape of the glenoid
fossa is a shallow dish, which allows both translation and rotation of the humeral head
against it. This combination of movements allows the glenohumeral joint to have the
largest range of motion in the human body. Unlike most other joints which are
mechanically stabilized and primarily constrained by the shape of the articular bony
surface, the glenohumeral joint is mainly stabilized by soft tissues, primarily the muscles
of the rotator cuff. This soft tissue stabilization allows a larger range of motion, but also
introduces increased opportunity for instability, especially in cases where the rotator cuff
is damaged.
The glenohumeral joint has three rotational degrees of freedom; it is capable of
abduction/adduction (rotation about the sagittal plane), forward and backward flexion
(rotation about the frontal plane), and internal/ external rotation around the humeral axis.
(Figure 1.1) The humeral head simultaneously translates against the glenoid socket as it
rotates towards the extremes of motion. 1 The magnitude of the humeral head’s translation
within the glenoid was reported to be under 2 mm by Graichen et al. 2 and reported as high
as 4 mm by Howell et al. with abnormal translation patterns recorded in unstable
shoulders.1
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Extension)
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Transverse
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Frontal Plane

Sagittal Plane

Figure 1.1: Planes of the body and rotational motions of the shoulder
Abduction-adduction occur within the frontal plane, and constitute a rotation about the
transverse plane. Flexion-extension movement occurs within the sagittal plane, and is a
rotation about the frontal plane. Internal and external rotation is rotation about the long
axis of the arm. It is not confined to any plane, and can occur in conjunction with other
motions of the joint.
The relevant bony surfaces of the humeral joint are described below and can be seen in
Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Bony anatomy of the shoulder joint
The humeral head is the most proximal surface of the humerus that articulates with the
glenoid fossa of the scapula. It is estimated as a partial sphere, however, is closer to an
ovoid shape, being longer in the superoinferior direction than the anteroposterior. It is
covered in cartilage for a smooth articulation.
The glenoid fossa is a shallow socket on the lateral side of the scapula, forming the second
half of the articulation couple comprising the glenohumeral joint. The glenoid surface is
close to conforming to the humeral head, but some mismatch in curvature is present. It is
also a small socket, covering only approximately a quarter of the humeral head. The low
level of bony constraint is a major factor in allowing the large range of motion of the
shoulder.
The scapula has two large bony prominences originating from the lateral superior section
of the bone, above the glenoid fossa. The coracoid process is the more anterior of the two
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processes, and serves as an attachment point for various ligaments that stabilize the joint.
The acromion is the larger, posterior protrusion, which serves as a strut against the clavicle,
and provides as an attachment site for the deltoid muscle. Both the coracoid and acromion,
together with the ligaments that run between them, provide a superior mechanical stop to
limit the superior translation of the humeral head, and may limit abduction if the tubercles
are in a position to impinge on either the coracoid or acromion.
The superior part of the humerus has bony protrusions, known as the greater and lesser
tuberosities. They encompass most of the superior half of the humeral head, and provide a
nearly encompassing region for the insertions of the tendons of the rotator cuff, the primary
stabilizers of the glenohumeral joint. The tuberosities (and bicipital groove between them)
are also often used as surgical landmarks for implant positioning. The humeral shaft
(diaphysis) forms the long axis of the humerus, and is the distal insertion of the deltoid.
The joint capsule contains thickenings that have been defined as ligaments that include
three ligaments connecting the humeral head to the glenoid, wrapping around the anterior
side of the joint. On the superior aspect of the joint, the coraco-humeral ligament wraps
form the greater humeral tuberosity to the coracoid process.
Due to its relatively unconstrained geometry, the glenohumeral joint relies on muscles not
only for effecting motion, but also to compress the joint for stability. The relevant soft
tissue structures are described in Table 1.1 below.
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Table 1.1: Relevant Muscles and Contributions to Shoulder Function
Muscle
Deltoid

Role
Abducts humerus
Compress humeral head into glenoid fossa
May compensate for deficient rotator cuff if the joint is
reconstructed in a reverse ball and socket orientation

Rotator Cuff
(Infraspinatus,
Encapsulates the humeral head and constrains the joint capsule
teres minor,
for stability and arm motion
subscapularis,
supraspinatus)
Connects humeral head to glenoid and retains synovial fluid
Starts loose when humerus is in neutral position, but tightens
Joint capsule
as humerus moves to extreme positions, providing additional
stability when it is needed
Glenohumeral
ligaments
Connects humeral head to the surface of scapula by wrapping
(Superior,
across the anterior aspect of the joint
Medial,
Inferior)
Trapezius
Rotates scapula with respect to thorax
Serratus
Rotates scapula with respect to thorax
anterior
Pectoralis
Large muscle forming anterior cover of glenohumeral joint.
major
Adducts, and internally rotates humerus.
Latissimus
Large muscle covering posterior region of back and shoulder.
dorsi
Adducts, extends, and allows internal rotation of humerus.
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These structures are illustrated in Figure 1.3 below:
CAL
CHL
SGHL
MGHL
IGHL

A

SS
SS

SC

D
TM

B

IS

D

TM

C

Figure 1.3: Soft tissue structures of the shoulder
(A): Anterior view showing ligaments of the shoulder. CAL: Coraco-acromial ligament.
CHL: Coraco-humeral ligament. SGHL: Superior Glenohumeral ligament. MGHL:
Medial Glenohumeral ligament. IGHL: Inferior Glenohumeral ligament.
(B) Anterior view showing muscles of the shoulder. D: Deltoid. SS: Supraspinatus. Teres
Minor. SC: Subscapularis.
(C) Posterior view showing muscles of the shoulder. IS: Infraspinatus.
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1.2

Shoulder Instability

Chronic shoulder instability is characterized by excessive humeral head translation relative
to the glenoid, and may cause recurrent subluxation or frequent dislocations with minimal
dislocating force. Subluxation is defined by the humeral head resting in a partially
dislocated state, typically the humeral head is translated from the stable position where the
radial surfaces of the humeral head and the glenoid socket are concentric to a position
where the humeral head rests eccentrically in the glenoid. Instability is associated with a
loss of function of the joint due to joint pain, loss of range of motion, and apprehension or
the sensation that the shoulder may dislocate.

1.2.1

Causes of Shoulder Instability

Shoulder instability may be caused by deficient rotator cuff muscles, glenoid morphology,
or weakness in the muscles responsible for scapulothoracic motion.3–8
The rotator cuff is comprised of three muscle strands that wrap around the humeral head
and connect it to the scapula. The rotator cuff envelopes the joint and compresses the
humeral head into the glenoid as the arm moves. The combination of these functions makes
the rotator cuff the primary stabilizer of the shoulder joint. If the rotator cuff is weak or
damaged, it will be unable to properly constrain the humeral head to its centered, stabilized
position, contributing to shoulder instability. If the cuff cannot be repaired, the shoulder
will continue to be instable.
The morphology of the glenoid fossa is also related to joint stability. A normal glenoid
fossa, when viewed normal to the face, has a pear-shaped silhouette, with the inferior
portion approximating a perfect circle. Traumatic injury can alter the shape of the glenoid
rim, and cause irregularities in the inferior circularity. These irregularities have shown to
be present in up to 90% of traumatically induced instable glenohumeral joints. 6,9 An intact
glenoid rim plays an important role to provide a small lip which prevents excessive humeral
head translation or subluxation. Additionally, instability is more likely if the glenoid is
tilted inferiorly,4,5 since the inferior lip is not in a position to provide a physical barrier for
the humeral head.
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If instability is caused by glenoid rim defects or repairable rotator cuff injury, surgical
treatments such as the Latarjet or Bankart procedures are usually successful in restoring
stability to the joint.

6,10,11

The Latarjet procedure repositions part of the coracoid and

attaches it as a bone graft to the anterior portion of the glenoid, to restore the bony rim of
the glenoid. The Bankart procedure involves suturing the joint capsule to the glenoid
labrum.12 While these surgeries are successful in restoring stability and range of motion in
most patients, recurring instability and apprehension is documented in up to 10% of
cases.12–14 Additionally, patients with a previous traumatic dislocation and surgical repair
are at a higher risk of developing arthritis in the joint, 13,14 and may be candidates for joint
replacement as the arthritis progresses.
Shoulder arthroplasty aims to correct any abnormal glenoid morphology by reconstructing
the joint so that the humeral head curvature is centered and conforming to the glenoid
socket, but the success of the procedure will be dependent on surgical factors such as soft
tissue balancing, and proper position and orientation of the components.15
Another factor in glenohumeral instability is the movement of the scapula. As the arm is
abducted, the scapula also rotates upward, such that the glenoid fossa follows and supports
the humeral head through its arc of motion. Typically, there is a 2:1 ratio between
glenohumeral abduction and scapulothoracic rotation, which begins when the humerus is
abducted past 60°.3,16,17 This rotation allows the glenoid to follow the humeral head through
its arc of rotation and provide support from the inferior direction. The primary muscles
responsible for scapulothoracic motion (serratus anterior and trapezius) retract the superior
aspect of the scapula towards the midline of the body, allowing the humeral head to rotate
and occupy this space. Weakness in the serratus anterior and trapezius8 has been shown to
accompany anteroinferior instable shoulders as well as those with impingement
syndrome.18 Impingement syndrome is related to instability because in both these
conditions, the scapula is not sufficiently retracted to move the acromion process out of the
humeral head's path as it would be in a healthy shoulder.19 If these muscles are not strong
enough to affect the scapulothoracic rotation, the humeral head will not be adequately
supported in abduction, and this is a contributing factor to instability.
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Shoulder Arthroplasty State of the Art

1.3

One option for late stage shoulder pain or loss of function of the joint is the surgical
replacement of the articular surfaces with prosthetic components, a procedure known as
arthroplasty. Several implant designs are available and clinically used today.

1.3.1

Total Shoulder Arthroplasty

Total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) is an effective treatment for several joint pathologies,
including osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, severe humeral fracture, or avascular
necrosis.20,21 In this procedure, the articular surface of the humeral head is resected per the
plane of the articular neck, the humeral canal is reamed, and a metal implant that replicates
the anatomic shape of the humerus is inserted, often cemented to fixate in place. 22–25 On
the scapular side, the glenoid is reamed smooth, and small holes are drilled into the bone
for the fixation pegs, resulting in both articular surfaces replaced by prosthetic components.
A smooth polyethylene implant to create a smooth bearing surface is then cemented in
place. (Figure 1.4) TSA can restore pain free motion to the damaged shoulder, with
generally good outcomes reported if the rotator cuff is intact.26,27 However, in cases with a
deficient rotator cuff, a total shoulder arthroplasty can do little to restore motion or stability
of the shoulder, and in this case the recommended alternative is a reverse total shoulder
arthroplasty.28
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Figure 1.4: Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
Although an accepted treatment of shoulder pathology, in some cases the implant must be
revised due to complications such as humeral head migration after rotator cuff
degeneration, implant failure or malposition, infection or instability. Revision rates of TSA
are estimated at 10% after 10 years and 20% at 20 years.27 Schoch et al.29 report revision
rates of 17% after 15 years. Higher revision rates are associated with male gender (perhaps
due to higher loading of the joint), rotator cuff disease or tumors.27,30

1.3.2

Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty

In a reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA), the surgical preparation is similar to a TSA, the
difference being the ball and socket are reversed. In an RSA, the ball (glenosphere) is fixed
to the glenoid, and the proximal humerus is removed and replaced with a polyethylene cup,
with an elongated shaft though the humeral canal (Figure 1.5). This results in a fixed joint
center of rotation, and allows the deltoid to replace the function of a deficient rotator cuff.
The indications for RSA include a prior failed TSA, deficient rotator cuff, arthritis, and
fractures.31–33
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Figure 1.5: Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty
Although the RSA has been used with success, and the prevalence of RSA is increasing
dramatically,34 it is not without complications.
The most common reported complication after an RSA is instability, 32,35–41 with an
incidence of dislocation in up to 15% of RSA’s. 32 Boileau et al.42 reported that nearly half
of all revision RSA surgeries were due to instability of the joint. 42 This may be due to
inadequate deltoid tensioning, achieved through lateralizing the humeral component to
increase the offset of the center of rotation.38,43 Another potential factor in instability
following RSA is an irreparable subscapularis tendon. Edwards et al.

39

found the risk of

post-operative dislocation to be almost twice as high in patients with an irreparable
subscapularis tendon, compared to those with a repaired or intact tendon.39 Gallo et al.32
also found that an abnormal subscapularis was present in all cases with post-operative
dislocations as well as a compromised or absent greater tuberosity. However, Clark et al. 44
found no difference in rates of dislocation between patients with an intact subscapularis
and patients without a repaired subscapularis and suggests the subscapularis does not have
an effect on post-operative stability.
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Surgical management of recurrent instability after an RSA is limited, especially in revision
cases where glenoid bone quality is compromised.40,45 Chalmers et al. found that instability
rates for revised RSA’s were three times higher than in primary RSA cases. 40 A second
revision surgery to manage chronic instability after an RSA was found successful in only
50% of cases,40 indicating a need for a new solution to chronic instability.
Due to the configuration of a reverse shoulder implant, arm motion is limited in the
allowable adduction range of motion. The inferior edge of the resected humerus may
impinge on the glenosphere when the humerus is adducted, resulting in an adduction
deficit. Because the CoR is medialized in an RSA, the humerus is displaced medially
towards the glenoid. When this medialization is combined with the geometry of the
glenosphere, the medialized humerus sits at the inferior edge of the glenosphere in
adduction, resulting in impingement. With repeated impingement in adduction, the
humeral cup wears away scapular bone directly inferior to the glenosphere. 38,46,47 The
ability to restore humeral adduction is important for patient comfort, as this is a frequently
used position in activities of daily living. 48,49
In conjunction with the loss of adduction range of motion and damage to the scapula
through scapular notching, a consistent and distinct wear pattern at the inferior aspect of
the humeral cup is observed in retrieved components from unsuccessful RSA’s. 38,50 The
wear pattern indicates high stress concentrations that may be a result of unfavorable loading
conditions of this type of implant.50,51 This accelerated wear can lead to osteolysis, implant
loosening, or premature component failure and the need for revision surgery.
A key clinical indication for a RSA procedure is a deficient rotator cuff. The reversed ball
and socket configuration allows the deltoid to abduct the arm, a motion typically dependent
on rotator cuff function. However, limitations on the range of motion are identified, with
internal rotation affected by the size52 and positioning53 of the glenosphere.

1.3.3

Constrained Shoulder Reconstruction

In the case of severe fracture or joint reconstruction following tumor resection, insufficient
residual bone may be available to provide fixation for a traditional total or reverse shoulder
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arthroplasty system. In this situation, more constrained shoulder prostheses are considered.
Due to the infrequent use of these implants, they may be custom-made for a patient.
Bayley Walker Implant (Fixed Fulcrum)
This model is a constrained reverse ball and socket joint or fixed fulcrum design, meaning
the socket encompasses more than half the sphere, similar to a traditional hip arthroplasty
system. It is recommended for reconstruction of the shoulder joint for recurrent instability,
revision joint arthroplasty, or following aggressive tumor resection in the joint. 54 However,
this device has not been approved for use in the United States. It is worth noting that the
ball is popped into the socket and then held in place with a retaining ring, which is the
mechanism’s weak link and point of expected failure with a load that exceeds the design
load.55 The available range of motion is still limited, at two-thirds of a normal range of
motion.54
Custom Scapula and constrained joint reconstruction
In the case of high-grade sarcoma in the glenohumeral area, more bone than just the joint
surfaces must be replaced. A scapulectomy may be required, with some portion of the
proximal humerus resected as well. Typical commercially available modular shoulder
replacement systems do not provide for extended bone loss past the glenoid vault, or past
the humeral neck. In these situations, a custom implant may be required. Past cases have
documented the use of a frame reconstructed scapula with a constrained ball and socket
joint in a limited number of patients. 56–58 A hollow scapular frame with holes through the
edges for muscular reattachment, combined with a locking ball joint has been used to
restore some functionality to the arm. This system requires intact musculature to both hold
the scapular prosthesis in place as well as to actuate humeral movement. 56
Although this system can aid in the preservation of rotator cuff, it does not provide ideal
stability or sufficient range of motion to be considered fully successful. Long term viability
is still unknown.
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1.4

Revision Surgical Challenges

Although shoulder replacement is generally considered an effective treatment for end stage
shoulder arthritis, severe fracture, and osteonecrosis, there are some unsuccessful cases
where the implant must be removed and replaced (known as a revision). In the absence of
complications, it is generally accepted that a joint replacement should last approximately
15 years before it may need replacement.27,59 This timeline may be accelerated due to
infection, instability, loosening, or mechanical failure. Revision rates are estimated at 10%
after 10 years and 20% at 20 years.27 Higher revision rates associated with male gender
(perhaps due to higher loads placed on the joint), and rotator cuff disease or tumors.27,30
Due to a combination of low bone density, bone resorption and/or surgical damage to the
bone while removing the previous implants, there may be a lack of available quality bone
stock for good fixation of the new implant. Surgical damage often manifests itself as a large
cavitary defect, and may be on either the humeral or glenoid side. It is often a consequence
of revising a previous cemented implant; the bond of the cement mantle and implant is
stronger than the surrounding bone, so that the bone itself fractures first and some is
removed with the cemented implant. 60,61 A contributing and related factor is bone
resorption due to stress shielding by the previous implant. Because the metals used for
implants are so much stiffer than the surrounding bone, the bone surrounding the implant
no longer carries the load. This causes an imbalance in bone remodeling such that more
bone is resorbed and new bone is not created. 62–64
A lack of available bone stock is not only an issue for ensuring adequate fixation of the
implant to the bone, but it also suggests that some of the landmarks used for surgical
navigation and landmarks may not be available. This leads to difficulty positioning the
components in the absence of clinically relevant landmarks, such as the anatomic neck or
humeral tuberosities. Scalise et al. 65 suggest that the implant may be positioned by
referencing the distance from the lateral edge of the acromion to the glenoid margin. 65
Alternatively, several studies have found a correlation with the contralateral shoulder and
suggest using it as a guide when anatomic landmarks are unavailable on the affected
side.6,66–68
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A final challenge in revision surgery is the possibility that the rotator cuff or other soft
tissues may not be intact. The rotator cuff, as the primary stabilizer of the joint, is a key
structure for effecting anatomic motion. It may be damaged by the surgical incisions from
a previous procedure,69 damaged because of improper sizing of a prosthetic component,
trauma induced injury, or disease. These soft tissue structures are needed for joint stability
and ambulation of a ball and socket joint.

1.5

Development of a Linked Shoulder Implant

Universal joints (also known as Cardan joints, Hooke’s joints, Spicer joints) allow
rotational motion and torque to be transmitted between two shafts that are not co-linear.
(Figure 1.6) While the universal joint is not a recent invention – the first record of its use
was a variation based on gimbals by the ancient Greeks for the ballasts of ships – its modern
form comprised of perpendicular pins and yokes are still in use today and are credited to
Robert Hooke in 1667 for a sundial.70 The most common modern application may be for
automotive driveshafts, allowing torque to be transmitted to propel the vehicle, while also
providing forgiveness for misaligned input and output shafts. In addition to its widespread
use in automotive driveshafts, universal joints are also found in many industrial
applications, hand tools, robotics, etc.
Pin
Yoke
Shaft

Center Trunnion

Figure 1.6: Torque transmitting universal joint (pin and block style)
Universal joints are rated based on the combined requirements of operating angle,
maximum speed, and maximum torque. There is an inverse relationship between operating
angle and allowable torque; a larger shaft misalignment lowers the allowable torque
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transmission. A similar penalty-based relationship exists between the rated speed and the
remaining factors. Commercial literature for universal joints allows for joint angles up to
a maximum of 45°, with a torque transmission rating penalty that rises proportionally with
the mismatch angle between input and output shafts. To increase the joint angle, a double
universal joint can be used, with the understanding that rated torque capacity and shaft
rotation speed must decrease by at least a factor of two. The driveshaft efficiency decreases
as joint angle increases.

1.5.1

Design Objectives and Rationale for a Universal Joint
Implant

The new design for a linked implant was modelled after a universal joint to replicate its
large range of motion, along with its smoothness of motion for higher quality movement.
Unlike the traditional application of universal joints to transmit torque between noncollinear shafts, the universal joint implant has a third revolute joint to allow internal and
external rotation of the humerus. The introduction of this swivel also minimizes the torque
on the glenoid fixation, which is identified as a potential failure mechanism.
Typical applications of universal joints include automotive driveshafts, where high speed,
low torque and low joint angles are expected. In contrast, the application for a shoulder
implant requires a universal joint to allow a large joint angle, with low speed, and minimal
torque transmission. It must however, be capable of resisting both bending stress, contact
stress, and fatigue.
The linked shoulder implant will be subjected to frequent bending stress, with the
magnitude varying depending on the loading case. Thus, it is worth considering both the
loading data generated from the instrumented traditional shoulder hemiarthroplasty as well
as knowledge about the loading and contact patterns of hip implants. Metal on metal
articulating surfaces are no longer used due to the complications associated with the wear
particles generated from surface contact stresses. The wear particles generated can
contribute to bone resorption and ultimately implant loosening as the encompassing bone
degrades,71–73 as well as allergic reactions to the metal ions released in the body. 74 With
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the small size of components of a universal joint, the components would need to be made
of a strong, stiff metal to withstand the loads placed on the joint.
Due to the sphere on sphere contact geometry of a ball and socket joint, by Hertzian contact
theory, the theoretical contact area is an infinitely small point. However, in reality, there is
some deformation whenever a load is applied, resulting in a patch of contact with some
area. The same theory states that the theoretical contact pattern of two concentric cylinders
would be a line, which in reality would turn into an ellipse as the surfaces deformed slightly
under loads. This larger contact area distributes the force, thereby decreasing the contact
stress at the surface. This reduces stress concentrations which in turn reduces the likelihood
of developing scratches and premature excessive wear on the articulating surfaces of a pin
and block style universal joint.
A second layer of protection against the negative effects of wear particles is encapsulating
the implant linkage within a flexible silicon boot (or sleeve). This is a common technique
for a universal joint driveshaft that operates in a dirty environment, and keeps dirt and grit
out of the mechanism, and can be filled with lubricant to minimize friction between
surfaces. In a medical implant application, the purpose of the sleeve would be to keep any
wear particles within the boot, as well as keep the joint lubricated.

1.6

Thesis Rationale

Despite advances in joint arthroplasty components and surgical techniques, a small subset
of patients continues to experience chronic subluxation and instability of the shoulder,
impairing their ability to perform basic activities of daily life. Existing prostheses have
limited ability to restore both stability and normal range of motion to the shoulder,
especially in cases of severe stabilizing soft tissue deficit. A universal joint, by virtue of its
linked components, cannot dislocate, and thus could provide intrinsic stability to the joint.
It allows three rotational degrees of freedom, necessary to replicate the motion of the
shoulder.
No linked universal type joints have been investigated for use in shoulder arthroplasty. It
is unknown whether such an implant is capable of restoring normal range of motion, or the
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ability of the implant and its fixation to withstand the expected loads of the shoulder. The
purpose of this project is to design a novel linked implant for the shoulder that can achieve
full range of motion while providing intrinsic stability to the joint. The feasibility of this
implant design will be computationally evaluated with a basic parametric design, ahead of
any experimental models.

1.7

Objectives and Hypotheses

The primary objective of this work was to develop a universal joint linkage as a shoulder
prosthesis, and evaluate its feasibility and performance in context of the requirements for
activities of daily living. The design requirements were based on healthy shoulders, with
the goal of restoring normal function to a compromised joint. The joint’s performance was
assessed on three criteria, forming the pillars of this research project. The corresponding
hypothesis directly follows each objective.
Objective 1:
Design a parametric linked shoulder implant. The implant design should include variable
parameters to create an array of configurations that may be computationally tested in order
to determine which configuration affords superior three-dimensional range of motion.
Hypothesis 1:
Normal range of motion can be achieved by some configuration of a universal joint linked
implant.
Objective 2:
Determine the stresses experienced by the components of the designed linked implant in
physiologically relevant joint loads using finite element analysis. These stresses are to be
compared against static yielding and fatigue criteria.
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Hypothesis 2:
The joint components will be capable of withstanding the expected stresses with a wide
margin of safety.
Objective 3:
Evaluate the bone stresses experienced at the glenoid fixation interface by comparison of
different implant configurations with variable lateralization distance of the center of
rotation.
Hypothesis 3:
Bone fixation stresses will increase based on lateralization distance of the center of
rotation, but stay within the allowable limits of bone strength.

1.8

Thesis Overview

Chapter 2 presents the development of the basic implant design and identifies the variable
parameters of its configuration. After generating an array of implant configurations, the
circumduction range of motion for each configuration was measured to determine the
configuration that allows the greatest range of motion. After determining a basic
configuration, Chapter 3 will confirm component design feasibility in terms of static yield
and fatigue failure criteria. Chapter 4 will investigate relative bone failure risk due to the
increased bending moment generated from this novel linked implant design. Finally,
chapter 5 provides an overall summary and discussion of the findings of this research, and
explores future work for further development of this implant
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Chapter 2

2

Range of Motion of a Linked Shoulder Implant with
Variable Configurations

OVERVIEW: Quantification of the allowable circumduction range of motion is an
important metric to determine the success of restoring shoulder motion. A parametric
implant model was created and several parameters (proximal yoke orientation, tilt, and
location, offset distance of the two revolute joints of the implant) were varied for a total of
twenty-four unique configurations. A standardized computational testing protocol was
developed to test each of the implant configurations. A partial spherical surface that
represents the allowable circumduction range of motion was developed to provide a visual
representation for comparison of parameters to select the optimal configuration to
maximize range of motion.

2.1 Development of a Universal Joint Shoulder Implant
To restore full motion in the glenohumeral joint, especially in the case of compromised
bony anatomy or soft tissue, the joint mechanism must be inherently stable and constrained.
Common universal joint designs were used as a starting point. Applications include
automotive driveshafts or socket set drivers. While capable of transmitting high levels of
torque, the joint angle is limited to 45° in any direction for a commercial universal joint.
The geometry of the yokes lends additional strength to the joint, but at the expense of the
range of available motion. Additionally, the geometry of the center trunnion plays a role in
the range of motion; a flat cross provides less range of motion than an offset pin and block
center trunnion. Each component of the universal joint shoulder implant is described in the
following sections.
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2.1.1

Universal Joint Components

Components for the proposed universal joint implant are illustrated in Figure 2.1 below.
Detailed drawings of each component can be found in Appendix B.
Peripheral
Screw (x4)
Pin

Humeral
Shaft

Humeral
Yoke

Central
Peg

Center
Trunnion

Glenoid
Yoke

Glenoid
Baseplate

Figure 2.1:Components of proposed linked universal joint implant
Yokes
The yokes provide a frame to hold each pin, and form a hinge joint together with the center
trunnion. The yokes must be strong enough to withstand bending stresses, but also
sufficiently cantilevered to allow a large range of motion. There must also be a mechanism
to connect the base of each yoke to its mated counterpart - ie. the glenoid baseplate and
humeral shaft.
To accomplish the above requirements, yokes with a rectangular profile were used. The
aspect ratio and radius were adjusted to allow clearance with the center trunnion at its
maximum joint angle. A filleted rectangular cross-section was also used to prevent
impingement with the center trunnion as it rotates through the axis at the base of the yoke.
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Center Trunnion
The center trunnion articulates with the pins to allow two orthogonal rotational degrees of
freedom, and withstands axial compression transmitted from the humeral yoke to the
glenoid yoke. A pivot pin and block style was used for its high strength to size ratio.
The hinge joints of the trunnion were laterally offset to allow for clearance as the humeral
component travels around the fixed glenoid component. A pin and block assembly was
used, with the interface between the pins and block considered to act as journal bearings
under compression.
Pins
Two identical pins were created to connect the center trunnion to each yoke. The tolerance
was selected to be a press fit with the yoke hole, and a close running fit with the holes in
the center trunnion. This will allow the ends of the hinge to remain constrained, and provide
free, low friction articulation with the surface of the center trunnion.
Humeral Shaft
The humeral shaft was designed to fit around the base of the humeral yoke for a third
rotational degree of freedom to replicate native internal and external rotation, as well as
minimize the torque transmitted to the glenoid. An additional feature is its greater length
compared to standard total and reverse shoulder arthroplasty systems’ humeral stems. This
will allow greater fixation in poorer quality bone, as is expected in revision surgery cases,
or patients with low bone density.
Glenoid Baseplate
The universal joint trunnion must be fixed to the glenoid to provide a stable fulcrum for
the joint motion. The success of the glenosphere fixation in reverse shoulder arthroplasty
using a baseplate and bone screws has been studied as the use of RSA’s have increased. 61,75–
77

The lateralized abduction hinge of the universal joint implant is expected to show a

similar loading pattern on the glenoid fixation to that of a lateralized offset glenosphere of
a RSA. Therefore, the glenoid baseplate was modelled after the baseplate for a lateralized
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offset RSA glenosphere (DJO RSP).25 A circular baseplate was used with a domed back to
closely fit against a reamed glenoid. The central screw is 6.5 mm diameter, and 25 mm in
length, with 4 peripheral captured screws of the same length, but 4.5 mm in diameter.76
An additional benefit of using an established design is in the case of revision surgery from
a RSA to the proposed linked shoulder implant; if the existing glenoid baseplate is intact
and well-fixed, it can be used with the linked implant system, minimizing the surgical
damage to the patient and preserving glenoid bone quality.
Protector Sleeve for Implant
At the articulation of each joint, the resulting contact stress causes wear. Wear debris from
metal and polyethylene components can cause complications in patients. It is associated
with osteolysis, which may lead to pain and stiffness in the joint. 38,63,73,78
In typical mechanical applications for a universal joint in a driveshaft, the joint surfaces
can be protected using a bellowed boot.79,80 This protective boot both preserves lubrication
on the articulating surfaces and prevents dirt and grit from entering the joint and
contributing to early wear acting as third body particles.
Replicating this concept with a biocompatible silicone boot can prevent any metal debris
from escaping into the body, preventing adverse reactions as well as providing the
opportunity to use materials typically excluded from consideration due to bioincompatibility or bio-reactivity. A final benefit is the ability to keep lubrication in the joint
to reduce friction and therefore also reduce wear.81,82
This thesis describes the design of a linked implant which is intended to be used in
conjunction with a protective boot. While the design of the boot itself is outside the scope
of this thesis, it is important to ensure that appropriate materials exist for this application
and are currently used for a variety of medical implant applications. Examples include
materials such as Elasthane,83 CarboSil,84 and BioNate,85 with documented use as an
insulative encapsulation for neuro-electrical stimulator implants, which would otherwise
be toxic to the body. Additionally, tough, flexible materials (ie.- CarboSil,84 BioSpan,86 or
BioNate85) with a high fatigue life are currently used for implants that flex continuously in
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use, such as artificial heart pumps and valves. These materials are demonstrated to be
biocompatible and bio-inert, safe for use as long-term implanted medical devices.
Therefore, the design of the implant itself proceeds with the knowledge that appropriate
booting materials and technology exists. The design of the boot is considered future work
after evaluating the feasibility of a linked shoulder implant.

2.2

Development of Virtual Prototype

Several iterations of a universal joint were made in 3D CAD software (SolidWorks 2017,
Dassault Systems, France) with varying geometries: a Y-yoke joint with a crossed center
trunnion (Figure 2.2), a square yoke with a flat trunnion, and a square yoke with an offset
center trunnion. The square yoke with an offset center trunnion provided the greatest range
of motion. The next step was to adjust the dimensions such that the center trunnion was
free to swivel about both pins without impinging on the base of the yokes. This involved
longer yokes than typically seen in driveshaft torque transmitting designs to allow a larger
rotational range of motion around each pin. While this would be a concern for the additional
torsional stress on the yokes in a driveshaft application, since there is a third revolute joint
on the humeral shaft, there is minimal torque transmitted through the joint. One caveat to
the square yoked design with an offset center trunnion is that the joint is not capable of
moving in a continual hemispherical motion; at the equator of motion, the joint must retract
to pass the yoke at a lesser angle before it can swing out again.
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Figure 2.2: Y-yoke universal joint
Range of motion limited by impingement between proximal and distal yokes.
(Impingement shown in blue highlighted faces).
The third revolute joint is added to provide the arm with internal/external rotation and
minimize torque transmitted to the glenoid. This could be located on either the proximal or
distal side of the trunnion. The revolute joint was incorporated into the humeral shaft for
more intuitive user motion, as it would replicate natural humeral internal/external rotation
more closely. Additionally, the longer shaft to fix the humerus in place lends itself
seamlessly to a sleeved revolute joint.
With a basic linkage model created, it could be virtually implanted into a bone model.
Different parameters in linkage geometry as well as the implantation technique could be
varied to sift out the combination that affords the greatest range of motion.

2.3
Virtual Implantation of Universal Joint Implant into
Bony Geometry
A full-arm bone model was created from the bone density threshold of a CT scan of a
cadaveric scapula and humerus. The donor was an 85 year old male (height: 165 cm,
weight: 67 kg). The bones were segmented using a semi-automatic algorithm (Mimics
v17.0, Materialise, Belguim). The arm was placed in a neutral, adducted position (30°
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between the transepicondylar axis and the scapular plane).87 Reference geometry was
created to provide consistent landmarks for positioning the implant. Points were placed
along the glenoid rim, and a best fit plane was created from the points using a least squares
algorithm. This will be referred to as the glenoid plane. Bisectors connecting the superior
and inferior points of the glenoid rim, and anterior-posterior were created to form the center
point of the glenoid dish. With this reference geometry in place, the glenoid yoke could be
positioned appropriately. The center of the glenoid yoke was coincident with the center of
the glenoid face, and the edges of the yokes could be set parallel or perpendicular to the
superoinferior bisector to control the glenoid yoke orientation. (Figure 2.3)

Figure 2.3: Positioning of the glenoid baseplate
The antero-posterior and supero-inferior bisectors of the glenoid are shown as black lines.
The intersection of these bisectors represents the center of the glenoid face. The glenoid
baseplate shown is lowered 5 mm from the center of the glenoid face (blue line).
The humeral head resection plane was placed by an experienced fellowship trained
shoulder surgeon (GSA), based on surgical landmarks of the anatomic neck. The virtual
osteotomy was performed aggressively – the osteotomy plane was translated 5 mm more
distal than for a traditional shoulder arthroplasty. This had a noticeable effect on the range
of motion, since the humeral yoke is inset into the humeral head. A traditional osteotomy
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plane restricted internal and external rotation, and caused earlier impingement with the
superior portion of the humeral head with the glenoid yoke at less than 90° of abduction
relative to the glenoid face. Only the cortical bone was considered, such that the humeral
yoke was set in a hollow humeral head, resembling a large contained cavitary defect, a
common occurrence in revision surgery.60
The native shoulder has a center of rotation that can be calculated from the landmarks of
the humerus and glenoid fossa.88 Custom code (Matlab 2016a, MathWorks, Massachusetts)
was used to extract the center of the best fit sphere of the humeral head, which
approximated by the geometric center of rotation. 89 The linked implant was initially
positioned such that the center of mass of the 6 mm offset center trunnion (midpoint
between pins) was coincident with the geometric center of rotation of the native humeral
head. For the default orientation, the medial face of the glenoid yoke was mated parallel
and coincident to the glenoid plane.
For parameter variation, the tilt of the glenoid component was adjusted using specified
angular relationships between the medial face of the glenoid yoke and the glenoid plane.
The location of the lowered glenoid component was set so its center was 5 mm inferior to
the center of the glenoid face.90
The humeral stem was aligned with the center of the canal circle fit for the proximal third
of the humerus to replicate current surgical techniques. 23,24,91

2.4

Parameter Variations

First, the parameters to be varied were identified, along with their levels of variations.
Variation was set at discrete increments since kinematic functions have not been developed
for an offset center trunnion universal joint. The goal of the implant is to maximize the
available range of motion, while still ensuring its mechanical integrity and preventing
dislocation of the joint. Common surgical practices for the implantation of RSA, a semiconstrained prosthesis, suggest the lateralization offset of the CoR, tilt of the glenoid
component, and position of the glenoid all contribute to the available ROM and the
development of scapular notching.35
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The parameters to be varied were:
•

Glenoid Yoke Orientation

•

Glenoid Yoke Position

•

Glenoid Yoke Tilt

•

Offset Distance of Center Trunnion
As described in the following sections.

Glenoid Yoke Orientation
The arms of the glenoid yoke were oriented to be either horizontal or vertical relative to
the face of the glenoid (Figure 2.4). This may influence the lever arm of the deltoid muscle;
as the location of the horizontal pin joint moves more distal/lateral, the deltoid moment
arm will be shortened, resulting in a higher required muscle force to abduct the arm.
Medializing the horizontal pin joint may lengthen the lever arm for the deltoid, making the
deltoid more effective in abducting the arm. This could be evaluated by muscle force
balance analysis. However, muscle contributions and force analysis are outside the scope
of this project.

Figure 2.4: Glenoid yoke orientation variation
Left: Vertically oriented glenoid yoke (VG). Right: Horizontally oriented glenoid yoke
(HG). Both are centered in the glenoid face.
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Glenoid Yoke Position
The glenoid yoke was located either in the center of the glenoid face, determined by the
intersection of the anteroposterior and superoinferior bisectors, or lowered 5 mm from the
center (Figure 2.5). A common surgical technique in a reverse shoulder arthroplasty is to
position the glenosphere so that it is tangent to the inferior portion of the glenoid. This
provides two key benefits – it helps avoid scapular impingement and puts additional tension
on the deltoid to give it a mechanical advantage as it is replacing the function of the rotator
cuff.38,43,53 Ladermann et al found that lengthening the humerus tended to result in a more
stable shoulder.43

Figure 2.5: Glenoid yoke position variation
Left: Proximal glenoid yoke centered (C) in the glenoid face. Right: Proximal glenoid yoke
lowered (L) 5 mm from the center of the glenoid face. Both are depicted with the vertically
oriented glenoid yoke in neutral tilt.
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Glenoid Yoke Tilt
The tilt of the glenosphere is another variation currently under investigation for the reverse
shoulder arthroplasty technique. It is thought that an inferior tilt helps maximize available
range of motion by preventing scapular notching. An additional benefit is additional deltoid
lengthening, which increases the lever arm of the deltoid, providing a mechanical
advantage to the muscle.38,43 As such, three different tilts were investigated with the linked
shoulder implant: neutral, 10° inferior, and 20° inferior (Figure 2.6). A superior tilt was not
used – preliminary testing (performed using the protocol described in 2.3) showed that a
superior tilt increased the incidence of scapular impingement, so it was not pursued further.

Figure 2.6: Glenoid yoke tilt variation
Left: Neutral (N) tilt of glenoid yoke. Middle: Glenoid yoke tilted inferiorly by 10° (10D).
Right: Glenoid yoke tilted inferiorly by 20° (20D). All three share a vertically oriented,
centered glenoid yoke (VG_C).
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Offset Distance of Center Trunnion
Varying the offset distance of the center trunnion displaces the centers of rotation of the
two joints created by the linked universal joint design. While a larger offset distance
between the two joint centers may achieve a larger range of motion, the moment arm for
the deltoid should be considered. Additionally, lateralization of the humerus in reverse
shoulder arthroplasty designs may contribute to lowering joint and muscle loads, as well
as decreasing the incidence and severity of scapular impingement.52

Figure 2.7: Offset distance of hinge joints in center trunnion variation
Left: 6 mm offset between center and hinges in the center trunnion (C6). Right: 8 mm offset
between center and hinges in the center trunnion (C8). Both share a vertically oriented,
centered, neutral tilted glenoid yoke. (VG_C_N)
An additional consideration is that the patient may encounter some proprioceptive changes
because of the joint’s non-anatomical geometry. In changing from a ball and socket joint
configuration to a universal joint configuration, there may be discomfort in the user’s
perception of the dual center of motion, and that coincident supplementary motions are
now required to achieve the intended motion. (The user must reposition the implant around
the yokes by backing off and then reaching back out again). However, clinical testing of
this implant is outside the scope of this thesis, and requires FDA approval so any changes
in proprioception due to the dual centers of rotation will not be known until clinical trials.
To investigate the effects of the offset distance of joints on range of motion, two different
offset distances were used. We tested offset distances from the center of the center trunnion
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to the center of the pin of 6 mm and 8 mm (Figure 2.7). The 8 mm offset distance would
result in a net lengthening of the humerus by 4 mm compared to the 6 mm offset, and
provide an extended reach around the yokes.

2.5

Range of Motion Testing Protocol

With four parameters identified to be varied per their respective levels, range of motion
testing could be performed.
The humerus was manually moved to the extremes of motion for the full circumduction
range,92,93 using the collision detection function (SolidWorks). We checked for
impingement in both bone-on-bone contact and bone-on-implant contact. Once a collision
was detected, the joint was moved back slightly to a position with no impingement and the
position of the midpoint of the transepicondylar axis was recorded. The humerus was
axially rotated to an orientation that would minimize bony impingement and allow a larger
joint angle, by retracting the superior portion of the humeral head to the side. A template
was overlaid to the scapula on each model to ensure consistency in the rotational spacing
of the humerus. (Figure 2.8) The template had thirty spokes, so that when the
transepicondylar midpoint was aligned with each spoke, each position recorded was
approximately 12° apart.
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Humerus

Figure 2.8: Range of motion template
View is orthogonal to the glenoid face. Humerus is shown aligned with one of the spokes
of the range of motion template. Once the humerus was aligned with a spoke, it was then
rotated toward the glenoid until impingement was detected.
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Once all circumduction range of motion points had been plotted, a surface was created,
bounded by the lines connecting each placed circumduction point and the geometric center
of rotation of the native humeral head. Knitting each of these surfaces together resulted in
a 3D boundary of motion, which was then used as a cutting tool to cut out the available
boundary out of a sphere to depict the allowable range of motion for each implant
configuration (Figure 2.9). The boundaries of motion are recorded, without concern of the
contributing kinematics. Humeral rotation is incorporated into the measurements, rather
than reported separately.
These partial spheres were then overlaid on top of each other and the assembly to determine
which configurations provided the most range of motion. This setup also allowed direct
comparison of which configurations allowed the greatest joint angles in specific
movements. For example, determination of which configuration allows the greatest
adduction before impingement is quick and obvious.
This protocol was first done for all configurations on a medium specimen which also had
average head-neck and retroversion angles.94,95 Sizing of cadaveric specimens was
determined based on humeral length. (Donor information given in Table 2.1) Based on the
results of the full study, this protocol was repeated for six specific configurations in both a
small specimen and a large specimen to elucidate the range of motion of the universal joint
linkage itself, rather than the effects of differing bone morphology of a single specimen.
These additional specimens incorporated a wider humeral retroversion angle range.
Table 2.1: Anthropometric data of specimens used for range of motion testing

1

Specimen

Specimen
ID

Sex Weight Height Humeral Age
(kg)
(cm)
Length (years)
(cm)

Head- Version
Neck Angle1
Angle
(°)
(°)
129
42

Small

09-05059R

F

60

157

280

66

Medium

14-07032R

M

67

165

320

85

137

35

Large

11-01002R

M

101

178

345

58

137

11

Humeral version angle is measured referencing the distal epicondylar axis.
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The six configurations used for repeated range of motion assessment in the additional two
bone models were selected based on their overall range of motion, with a bias toward the
adduction and forward elevation movements. The configurations with the 5 largest ranges
of motion were selected, as well as the configuration with minimal range of motion to
ensure that this was not simply an effect of the bone specimen but of the linkage
configuration.

2.6

Range of Motion Results

The work envelopes representing each configuration’s allowable range of motion were all
plotted on the same model to visually evaluate the largest range of motion. Knowing that
most time is spent with the humerus either adducted or in low forward elevation, 48 a
sufficient range of motion in these quadrants was essential for configuration selection.
The larger offset distance between centers of rotation of the trunnion block resulted in
larger ranges of motion compared to the same configurations with the smaller offset
distance. The same observation was made with the 20° inferior tilt, although this was
associated with a smaller effect on range of motion.
The orientation of the glenoid yoke made a difference in the location of the maximum range
of motion. The vertical glenoid yoke had better adduction, while the horizontal glenoid
yoke had more forward and backward elevation in the pilot study with one specimen.
Interestingly, the most forward elevation occurred with a vertical, lowered glenoid yoke,
tilted 20° inferior, and an 8 mm center offset distance. The most adduction was found with
the same variables, except a horizontal glenoid yoke instead of vertical. Interestingly, these
maximum joint angles correspond to the rotation axis of the proximal pin.
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Figure 2.9: Joint angle measurement
Joint angle (black radial arrow) is measured between the plane of the glenoid and the
humeral axis.
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The reported output measure represents the joint angle between the humeral shaft axis and
the glenoid plane (illustrated in Figure 2.9). Angles were measured from the best fit plane
(Matlab, 2016) of the glenoid rim for each of the 24 configurations tested in the medium
specimen and presented in Table 2.2. Both abduction and maximum forward elevation
result in the humerus raised superiorly as far as possible. The distinguishing features
between these movements are the humeral rotation and the plane in which the motion
occurs. Because this protocol evaluates the circumduction profile, the motion is not
constrained to a 2D arc within a set plane, as is commonly done in range of motion
assessments. Additionally, the measurement refers to the end position of the midpoint of
the transepicondylar axis, which integrates the axial humeral rotation, rather than having
axial rotation reported as a separate motion. Therefore, the most superior points are not
separated into abduction or forward elevation, but are instead referred to as “superior
elevation”.
These values were measured at the location that provided the maximum angle, rather than
measuring the angle at an identical node across all configurations. This is more relevant to
physiological measures of patient’s ability to reach range of motion targets that are loosely
constrained in terms of the arm trajectory to reach the maximum range of motion. However,
there are some configurations that are more consistent (showing a smoother profile) than
others with more variable profiles, with configurations smoother profile given preference
for further analysis.
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Table 2.2: Maximum range of motion for 24 configurations in medium specimen

Configuration

Adduction (°)

Superior
Elevation (°)

VG_L_20D_C6
VG_L_20D_C8
VG_L_10D_C6
VG_L_10D_C8
VG_L_N_C6
VG_L_N_C8
VG_C_20D_C6
VG_C_20D_C8
VG_C_10D_C6
VG_C_10D_C8
VG_C_N_C6
VG_C_N_C8
HG_L_20D_C6
HG_L_20D_C8
HG_L_10D_C6
HG_L_10D_C8
HG_L_N_C6
HG_L_N_C8
HG_C_20D_C6
HG_C_20D_C8
HG_C_10D_C6
HG_C_10D_C8
HG_C_N_C6
HG_C_N_C8

-18.06
-18.55
-4.51
-11.86
-4.76
1.29
-18.03
-17.73
-11.52
-6.34
1.77
3.2
-11.74
-19.26
3.34
-14.11
0.80
-10.17
3.57
-10.06
3.58
-5.69
10.27
0.29

12.37
15.84
9.33
11.70
2.08
8.32
19.74
18.23
9.98
5.71
2.68
4.83
11.25
23.22
14.10
18.05
16.16
18.55
15.80
21.69
23.55
24.68
12.09
27.32

Cross arm
angle at 90°
Forward
Elevation (°)
-8.39
-14.90
0.34
-15.70
0.47
-7.56
4.03
-4.78
2.72
-10.86
7.57
6.59
3.59
1.08
-8.43
0.46
0.27
1.27
1.76
0.22
0.63
0.54
3.94
5.31

Cross arm
angle at 90°
Posterior
Elevation (°)
1.63
-8.80
0.54
-12.52
2.33
-11.70
1.16
-12.47
2.02
-11.36
4.58
-12.22
2.29
2.07
9.20
1.77
1.29
1.84
0.90
1.67
0.91
2.42
1.81
0.74

Highlighted configurations are tested in two additional specimens with the results
described in more detail in Section 2.7. Angles have been translated to reference the
physiological planes of the body, consistent with common clinical practice.
Naming convention is as follows: Glenoid Yoke Orientation (VG or HG)_Glenoid Yoke
Position (C or L)_Glenoid Yoke Tilt (N or 10D or 20D)_ Offset distance of Center
Trunnion (C6 or C8)
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The overall largest range of motion can only be fairly evaluated if looking at the full
circumduction profile because of the uneven profiles in some cases. Thus, the five
configurations with the largest overall circumduction range of motion profiles were
visually identified and chosen. These configurations were also virtually implanted into both
a small specimen and a large specimen bone model for range of motion testing.
Additionally, the smallest range of motion profile was tested in the small and large
specimen to verify that it was the implant configuration that most limited the range of
motion rather than individual bony morphology differences.
For the overall circumduction range of motion, it was found that a vertical glenoid yoke,
lowered 5 mm from the center of the glenoid face, tilted 20° inferiorly, with an 8 mm offset
between hinges in the center trunnion provided the greatest range of motion (labelled
configuration 1). This result was consistent across all three sizes of bony models.
The results from each of the six common configurations can be found in the figures below,
one with the full circumduction range of motion, and each subsequent figure isolating one
distinct motion at a time. The angles were measured with respect to the best fit plane of the
glenoid rim for each specimen. A negative angle implies that the humerus extends past the
equator of a sphere centered on the face of the glenoid, towards the medial plane of the
body. Thus, the smaller the sum of each of the thirty angles is, the larger the overall range
of motion is. Points were measured starting at the most superior point, and travelling
clockwise around the circle. Thus, points 28 through 5 are superior elevation, points 6
through 12 are forward elevation, points 13 through 20 correspond to abduction, and points
20 through 27 are posterior elevation. (Figure 2.10)
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Superior Elevation

Forward
Elevation

Posterior
Elevation

Adduction
Figure 2.10: Numbered spokes on the template to divide range of motion
measurements into separated movements
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Based on the functional requirements of daily living, the most important motions are
adduction and low angles of forward elevation. Langohr et al. 48 reported on the frequency
of arm motions using an instrumented shirt to track the daily arm motions of both healthy
participants and patients with joint implants. Arm motions were stratified at 20°
increments. It was found that 88% of all motions in a day were below 80°.48 Coley et al.49
also recorded arm movement of healthy volunteers and found similar results, with 99% of
arm motions occurring at or below 90° of humeral excursion, and almost 90% of arm
motions recorded were under 50°.49

2.7

Statistical Analysis of Range of Motion Results

Full Circumduction Profile
A 2 way repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the measured angle between the
humeral axis (the vector originating at the CoR and ending at the recorded point of the
epicondylar midpoint) and the plane of the glenoid. The location of measurement (points
1-30) and the configuration were set as the within subject factors, with n=3 (representing
the small, medium, and large specimens).
The tests of within subjects effects indicate that both the configuration (p=0.011) and the
location of measurement (p=0.041) have an effect on the range of motion, and that there is
no interaction (p=0.165) between the configuration and measurement location. As shown
in Figure 2.11, the general profile of the humeral angle follows a “U shape”. During
superior elevation, the humeral range of motion is limited by the excursions of the coracoid
and acromion processes past the glenoid plane. Thus, we expect to see the humerus impinge
at a lesser joint angle than at lower elevations where the coracoid and acromion do not
affect the ROM, and this is precisely what the shape of the graph confirms. The steep slopes
of the graph indicate that once the humerus moves past the coracoid and acromion, the joint
is able to achieve a larger range of motion, and maintains a large joint angle through the
rest of the circumduction movement.
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Average Circumduction Range of Motion (angle measured
relative to glenoid plane)
Overall Average

Degrees

25
15
5
-5
-15
-25
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Figure 2.11: Overall mean circumduction range of motion
Angle is average between all 6 configurations tested and three sizes of specimens. Black
line represents mean joint angle, with the shaded grey band depicting one standard
deviation on either side of the mean value. Individual plots separated by configuration are
presented in Appendix C.
Configuration was also found to have a significant effect. But its effect is less obvious since
it is divided categorically rather than as a scale input variable. Additionally, there are
unequal samples of each varied parameter level within the six configurations chosen for
further study, which makes elucidating the effects of each variable more difficult. This is
identified as a limitation, and an area of further study in the future after the feasibility of
the implant has been studied.
The fact that there is no interaction between location and configuration supports the
conclusion that the range of motion measured is a function of the implant configuration
and the location of measurement. This result also indicates that individual differences in
the bony anatomy of the three specimens were not enough to alter the measured range of
motion in a significant way.
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Once the overall effects were determined, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni correction was performed with pooled measurements for all three specimens
investigate significant differences in pairwise comparisons. Configuration was set as the
within-subjects factor, with six levels, set to each of the six configurations.

Circumduction Range of Motion (angle measured relative
to glenoid plane)

VG_L_20D_C8_mean
(Config 1)
VG_L_10D_C8_mean
(Config 2)
VG_L_N_C8_mean
(Config 3)
VG_C_20D_C8_mean
(Config 4)
HG_L_20D_C8_mean
(Config 5)
HG_C_N_C6_mean
(Config 6)

50
40

Degrees

30
20
10
0
-10
-20
-30
1

3

5

7

9

11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

Figure 2.12: Comparison of mean circumduction range of motion angles between 6
configurations
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Red: Configuration 1
(VG_L_20D_C8)

Orange: Configuration 2
(VG_L_10D_C8)

Yellow: Configuration 3
(VG_L_N_C8)

Green: Configuration 4
(VG_C_20D_C8)

Blue: Configuration 5
(HG_L_20D_C8)

Purple: Configuration 6
(HG_C_N_C6)

Figure 2.13: Individual range of motion spheres for 6 configurations
Posterior view of scapula, with humerus in a neutral, adducted position. The boundary of
the coloured spheres represents the allowable 3D range of motion of the humerus. These
illustrations correspond to the measured angles presented in Figure 2.12 above.
The humerus is shown in a neutral, adducted position for all implant configurations.
Adduction is impaired in configurations 2, 3, and 6, shown by the intersection of the distal
humerus and the RoM sphere.
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Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated the assumption of sphericity was violated, (chi
squared=117.22,

p<0.0005).

Thus,

Greenhouse-Geisser

corrections

were

used.

Configuration was found to have a significant effect on the angular range of motion
(p=0.016). The means, standard deviation, and upper and lower bounds of the 95%
confidence interval were plotted for each of the six configurations, with pooled results from
all three specimens, shown in Figure 2.14.
Comparison of 6 configurations for 30 angular locations
*

40

*

30

*
*

Angle

20
10
0
-10
-20

-30
1

2

3
4
Configuration

5

6

Figure 2.14: Comparison of 6 configurations across all 30 angular locations
Boxes represent the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence interval, with the thick
black bar depicting the average value of all angular locations and specimens. Asterisks
indicate a significant difference between mean ranges of motion. (p<0.05).
Pairwise comparisons between each configuration are summarized in Table 2.3 below. The
significance level was set at p<0.05, and significant differences are highlighted in green.
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Table 2.3: Pairwise comparisons for mean differences between configurations
Config 1
Config 2
Config 3
Config 4
Config 5
Config 6

Config 1

Config 2

Config 3

Config 4

Config 5

-2.35
p=0.24
-3.44
p=0.023
-4.50
p<0.005
-10.41
p<0.0005
-18.45
p<0.0005

-1.09
p=1.000
-2.51
p=0.579
-8.067
p<0.0005
-16.11
p<0.0005

-1.06
p=1.000
-6.98
p<0.0005
-15.02
p<0.0005

-5.91
p<0.0005
-13.96
p<0.0005

-8.04
p<0.0005

Config 6

The ranges of motion of configurations 5 and 6 (both are versions of a horizontal glenoid
yoke) were significantly smaller than the four other configurations which all share a
vertical glenoid yoke. Configuration 1 had a superior range of motion to all other
configurations except for configuration 2, with the only difference between these
configurations being the level of tilt in the glenoid yoke.
The overall range of motion can be further separated based on the location of the humerus
into four physiologically relevant zones representing adduction, forward elevation,
superior elevation, and posterior range of motion. With pooled data from the three
specimens, the following results were found.
Adduction Range of Motion
In adduction (points 13-20), configuration was found to have a significant effect on range
of motion (p<0.0005). Configurations 1, 4, and 5 have the most allowable range of motion
in adduction. (Figure 2.15) These configurations all share the 20° inferior tilt and the longer
center trunnion.
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Comparison of 6 configurations for Adduction
*
*
*
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of 6 configurations in Adduction
Boxes represent the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence interval, with the thick
black bar depicting the average value of all angular locations and specimens. Asterisks
indicate a significant difference between mean ranges of motion. (p<0.05).
Pairwise comparisons are summarized below in Table 2.4. The significance level was set
at p<0.05, and significant differences are highlighted in green.
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Table 2.4: Pairwise comparisons for mean differences in Adduction range of motion
Config 1
Config 2
Config 3
Config 4
Config 5
Config 6

Config 1

Config 2

Config 3

Config 4

Config 5

-10.471
p<0.0005
-14.987
p<0.0005
-2.889
p=0.325
-4.743
p=0.239
-19.279
p<0.0005

-4.515
p=0.062
7.582
p=0.007
5.728
p=0.427
-8.08
p=0.002

12.098
p<0.0005
10.244
p=0.004
-4.292
p=0.53

-1.854
p=1.000
-16.39
p<0.0005

-14.536
p<0.0005

Config 6

Forward Elevation Range of Motion
For forward elevation, points (6-12), configuration was found to again have a significant
effect on the range of motion. Configurations 1, 2, and 3 have the most allowable motion
at forward elevation as shown in Figure 2.16. These configurations all share a vertical
glenoid yoke that is lowered 5 mm from the center of the glenoid and the longer center
trunnion.
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Comparison of 6 configurations for Forward Elevation
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Figure 2.16: Comparison of 6 configurations for Forward Elevation range
of motion
Boxes represent the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence interval, with the thick
black bar depicting the average value of all angular locations and specimens. Asterisks
indicate a significant difference between mean ranges of motion. (p<0.05).
Pairwise comparisons are summarized below in Table 2.5. Significant differences are
highlighted in green, with the significance level set at p<0.05.
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Table 2.5: Pairwise comparisons of mean differences in Forward Elevation
Config 1
Config 2
Config 3
Config 4
Config 5
Config 6

Config 1

Config 2

Config 3

Config 4

Config 5

-3.216
p=1.000
-2.828
p=0.433
-8.012
p=0.003
-17.273
p<0.0005
-21.202
p<0.0005

-0.388
p=1.000
-4.796
p=0.63
-14.057
p<0.0005
-17.986
p<0.0005

-5.184
p<0.0005
-14.445
p<0.0005
-18.374
p<0.0005

-9.261
p=0.023
-13.19
p=0.017

-3.929
p=0.961

Config 6

Superior Elevation Range of Motion
For forward elevation, points (28-30, 1-5), configuration was not found to have a
significant effect on the range of motion (p=0.108). There were no differences between any
configurations, except for configurations 3 and 4. (Figure 2.17)
Comparison of 6 configurations for Superior Elevation
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Figure 2.17: Comparison of 6 configurations for Superior Elevation range of motion
Boxes represent the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence interval, with the thick
black bar depicting the mean humeral axis angle. Asterisks indicate a significant difference
between mean ranges of motion. (p<0.05).
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Pairwise comparisons are summarized below in Table 2.6. Significant differences are
highlighted in green, with the significance level set at p<0.05.
Table 2.6: Pairwise comparisons of mean differences in Superior Elevation
Config 1
Config 2
Config 3
Config 4
Config 5
Config 6

Config 1

Config 2

Config 3

Config 4

Config 5

4.426
p=1.000
5.580
p=1.000
-2.770
p=1.000
-2.588
p=1.000
-12.618
p=1.000

1.154
p=1.000
-7.197
p=0.428
-7.015
p=1.000
-17.044
p=1.000

-8.350
p<0.0005
-8.168
p=0.740
-18.198
P=0.873

0.182
p=1.000
-9.847
p=1.000

-10.029
p=1.000

Config 6

Table 2.6 above illustrates that, with the exception of configurations 3 and 4, there are no
significant differences in joint angle in the superior elevation quadrant based on the
configuration of the implant. This can be explained by the coracoid and acromion processes
– these bony prominences restrict the range of motion in this quadrant, and thus we see
their effects here, rather than the effects of the implant configuration on the range of
motion.
Posterior Elevation Range of Motion
For forward elevation, points (21-27), configuration was found to again have a significant
effect on the range of motion (p<0.0005). However, the results from pairwise comparisons
do not differentiate any one configuration for providing a superior range of motion within
the posterior elevation motion quadrant. (Figure 2.18)
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Comparison of 6 configurations for Posterior Elevation
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of 6 configurations for Posterior Elevation range of motion
Pairwise comparisons are summarized below in Table 2.7. Significant differences are
highlighted in green, with the significance level set at p<0.05.
Table 2.7: Pairwise comparisons of mean differences in Posterior Elevation
Config 1
Config 2
Config 3
Config 4
Config 5
Config 6

Config 1

Config 2

Config 3

Config 4

Config 5

0.075
p=1.000
-1.151
p=1.000
-4.794
p=1.000
-18.970
p=0.419
-21.428
p=0.151

-1.226
p=1.000
-4.869
p=1.000
-19.044
p=0.337
-21.503
p=0.103

-3.643
P=1.000
-17.819
p=0.198
-20.277
p=0.041

-14.176
p=0.192
-16.634
p=0.228

-2.459
p=1.000

Config 6

The results from posterior elevation and superior elevation do not show a distinguishable
configuration that provides a superior range of motion. Although these motion quadrants
are physiologically relevant, they are not areas frequently occupied by the humerus, and
thus are not the critical criteria for evaluating the range of motion of this implant.
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Since configuration 1 is represented in both the top scorers of forward elevation and
adduction, as well as best overall range of motion, it is the clear choice for further study.
Repeatability
Inter-rater repeatability was assessed as the range of motion testing was performed by two
people. Variability could be introduced by the manual process of manipulating the
humerus; using three independent axes to govern this motion can introduce variability
because the order in which rotations were performed can influence the final position.
Additionally, the humerus was not always exactly aligned with the templated spokes, and
this position variation could affect what areas of bony processes interfere with humeral
excursion. Both raters performed the circumduction test protocol for a single configuration.
The spoke angles and plane angles (Figure 2.19) were recorded for comparison. Since there
were only two raters, the ICC(2) was calculated for absolute agreement for both the spoke
and plane angles The results are below. While there was no correlation between the spoke
angles (defined as the angle between the spokes and the line connecting the point to the
center of rotation, as on a clock face), there was very good repeatability [ICC(2,2) =0.892,
(p<0.0005)] (for average measures) for the plane angles between raters. Higher agreement
between the plane angles is a more relevant measure, because it measures the actual range
of motion profile, whereas the spoke angles simply determine the spacing of measurement
points. All spoke angles were within 1.5° of the spoke, but the points can be on either side,
resulting in about a 3° range that the point may fall in. 3° on a 12° spacing for the spokes
on the template is a large percentage, which makes the spoke angle ICC value quite high,
especially relative to the ICC for the plane angles. The poor repeatability on the spoke
angles is acceptable, since the angular position of the points placed is not a relevant
measure of the available range of motion of the joint.
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Figure 2.19: Angles used for repeatability analysis
Left: spoke angle. Middle: Enlarged detail to show spoke angle. Right: plane angle
Intra-rater reliability was assessed for the same specimen, with the range of motion tests
completed by the same rater (EL) approximately six weeks after the initial assessment. The
points of the initial assessment were hidden such that it was a blind test. As with the interrater reliability testing, ICC was calculated (in this case ICC(2,1) or “single measures”.
The plane angles had excellent correlation [ICC(2,1) =0.926, (p<0.0005)].
The spoke angles, as with inter-rater reliability, did not show correlation [ICC(2,1) =-0.194,
p=0.679].

2.8

Conclusions

The purpose of this chapter was to design a linked implant that would restore normal range
of motion to the shoulder joint while providing stability. Once the basic model was created,
variations of parameters were set up and tested to determine the configuration that provided
the most range of motion, especially in the abduction and forward elevation motions. This
configuration was determined to be a vertical glenoid yoke, lowered from the center of the
glenoid by 5 mm, tilted inferiorly 20°, with an 8 mm offset between the two pins in the
center trunnion. With the configuration providing the largest range of motion identified,
finite element testing of the implant can be streamlined by minimizing the number of
configurations to analyze.
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These results indicate that normal range of motion for a healthy shoulder can be achieved
with the use of this linked shoulder implant. Because the model referenced a bony model
of the scapula and humerus only, first the average angle between the glenoid face and the
frontal plane had to be used to translate the results into a clinically relevant joint angle, so
that comparisons with values found in literature could be made.
The glenoid plane used for the reported angular range of motion results is nearly
perpendicular to the scapular plane defined by the International Society of Biomechanics
definition.88 The retroversion of the glenoid plane determines its deviation from
perpendicularity from the scapular plane. The glenoid retroversion has been reported to be
within 10° of perpendicular to the scapular plane. 87 The three specimens used in this study
all have 3-5° of retroversion between the glenoid plane and the scapular plane. This is
consistent with reported glenoid version of normal scapulae. 96,97 Previous authors have
measured the relationship between the resting position of the scapula to the cardinal planes
of the body, which are the common references for shoulder range of motion test reports
because of their clinical relevance and easy visualization. This measurement is reported to
be a 30° angle between the scapular plane and the coronal or frontal plane of the body
(Figure 2.20).87,98 Thus, the values of forward extension measured from the glenoid plane
must be offset by 90°, less the retroversion value, to convert to the scapular plane, and then
a further 30° to translate the results into a joint angle referencing the frontal plane. This
corresponds to the angular offset proposed by De Wilde et al., 99 who recommended a 125°
angle between the axis of the glenoid and the frontal plane of the body.
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Cross-chest
joint angle

Scapular
plane

30°

Frontal plane

Figure 2.20: Angle between scapular plane and frontal plane. Birds eye view.
Figure 2.20 shows the 30° angle between the frontal plane (black) and scapular plane
(blue). 30° must be added to the measured cross-chest joint angle (green arrow) relative
to the scapular plane in order to convert into a joint angle referencing the frontal plane.
With this conversion, the maximum joint angle for cross-chest joint angle in 90° of forward
elevation is 129° relative to the frontal plane.
While not part of the reported work envelope profile, the true abduction in the scapular
plane could reach approximately a 90° glenohumeral joint angle before impingement of
the tubercles of the osteotomized humeral head and the protruding glenoid yoke. Once this
point was reached, the humerus was internally rotated to continue its abduction arc. The
internal rotation retracted the wide portion of the resected humeral head shell away from
the glenoid, allowing a larger joint angle. This angle falls short of the 150° threshold to be
considered normal joint motion; however, the aim of this study was to determine the work
envelope, and with axial rotation of the humerus, the transepicondylar midpoint could
reach a maximum superior elevation of 160° in the glenoid plane. If normal scapular
rotation is assumed, then the physiologic joint angle between the humerus and torso would
be 210°. The acromion and coracoid process will certainly limit humeral elevation before
this joint angle could be achieved, thus the implant will allow restoration of normal
shoulder range of motion.
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A joint angle of 170° between the humerus and torso has been reported for forward
elevation in normal healthy shoulders of young adults. 100 This value is expected to decrease
as adults age; by 50 years old, the maximum forward elevation joint angle decreases to
155°.100,101 Westerhoff et al.102 reported on joint angles of 4 patients following shoulder
joint replacement. The mean active elevation joint angle was 135°, ranging from 110° to
160°.102 This suggests the linked implant will allow sufficient superior elevation capacity
to match both age-matched healthy shoulders as well as a successful traditional shoulder
replacement.
A limitation that must be addressed when comparing these results to in-situ range of motion
testing is the lack of soft tissue in this model. Soft tissue and joint capsule tension serve to
constrain the joint, therefore a bony model will overestimate the allowable joint angle. 103
Nonetheless, it is an important result to know that the implant will not be the limiting factor
in the patient’s range of motion. Another limitation was that the scapula-thoracic
movement was not measured. It is accepted that the scapula tilts upward within the scapular
plane as the arm is raised, beginning at 60° of humeral excursion, with a 2:1 ratio of
glenohumeral angle to scapulothoracic angle. 3,16,17 However, in patients with shoulder
pathology, including chronic instability, the scapular kinetics may be altered. 5,104 This may
be due to weakness in the muscles that rotate the scapula. Therefore, a stationary scapula,
as was modelled here, may serve as a worst-case scenario for pathological shoulders.
Additionally, superior elevation range of motion was limited by the coracoid and acromion
processes, so any joint angle contribution by scapular tilting will be matched by a lesser
glenohumeral angle, still resulting in a range of motion that is at least as high as that of a
normal, young healthy shoulder.
Finally, the range of motion was evaluated in only three shoulders. While the sample size
is not large enough to draw conclusions about the effects of bony morphology on joint
range of motion, it does allow analysis to determine the overall trends arising from
parameter variations of the implant configuration, which was the goal of this study.
Variability in bony morphology is expected in a clinical practice, and measurements
referencing the plane of the glenoid rim will follow this variability. In general, the glenoid
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plane is expected to be nearly perpendicular to the scapular plane defined by the
International Society of Biomechanics. 88
The strengths of this study revolve around the comprehensive range of motion
measurements made. The full circumduction motion profile was included, which is more
detailed than other studies which only report the joint angle in limited motions. Most
studies report only on maximal abduction, forward elevation, and internal/external rotation
at 90° of humeral elevation.53 This ignores evaluation of overall mobility of the three
simultaneous rotational degrees of freedom shoulder, and is an important metric especially
for a non-anatomic joint replacement design.
Additionally, the protocol used is highly repeatable, making it an effective method to
consistently measure available range of motion in virtual shoulder models.
Thus, with the best configuration for range of motion identified, the linked implant design
was subsequently evaluated using finite element analysis, and these results are reported in
the next two chapters.
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Chapter 3

3

Finite Element Analysis of the Linked Implant in
Activities of Daily Living

OVERVIEW: Ensuring the implant will withstand expected loading in its intended use is
vital to the future successful use of the proposed implant. The scope of the current chapter
is on the development of a computational model to assess the ability of the proposed
geometry and size of the implant components to bear clinically relevant loads. Load vectors
from telemetrized traditional shoulder implants were used for the applied force, with the
glenoid component assumed to be fixed. The goal of this chapter is to verify that the stresses
experienced by the linked implant in physiologically relevant loading scenarios do not
approach the failure criteria.

3.1 In-vivo Loading of Clinical Implants
After decades of joint implant research, testing, and analysis of failed implants, fatigue has
been determined to be the primary mechanical failure mode of implants, 105,106 resulting
from the cyclical loads of everyday activities. However, failure due to static yielding from
occasional high stresses must also be ruled out for a successful implant. Based on the
geometry of the joint, slightly eccentric compressive forces are expected, resulting in
bending and contact stresses of the implant components. These stresses may be estimated
through finite element analysis software, and compared with the allowable stress of the
implant material.
While load data specific to the proposed universal joint is not yet known, it can be
approximated using force and moment loads from a previous instrumented shoulder
implant. Bergmann et al.102,107 modified a commercially available humeral implant to
measure force and moment joint reaction loads relative to the center of the humeral head.
Joint reaction forces could be isolated for any motion and input as the load vectors in
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computational models of the shoulder joint, referencing a common coordinate system
between the reported joint loads and the finite element model.
Although joint reaction forces are somewhat dependent on the joint geometry, and thus the
data from a TSA implant may not be fully representative of the loads on a universal joint
implant, most joint load studies are indirectly calculated, 108–110 and therefore are less
reliable than a direct measurement. There was high variability in the measured load data,
as the participant’s motion path was left unconstrained, only the endpoint was dictated, as
would be done in regular daily life. Multiple participants performed the same tasks, and
repeated each task several times. Variability between participants was higher than
variability between multiple movements performed by the same participant. 102 Since this
published data is used in this chapter to evaluate the possibility of failure, the highest values
of the joint reaction forces were used as a worst case scenario, and variability can be
neglected.

3.2
3.2.1

Materials and Methods
Material Selection

As a starting point for material selection, common materials for orthopedic implants as
well as high performance drive shaft universal joints were considered. The most important
criteria for this application were high bending strength, wear resistance, and high fatigue
strength. Biocompatibility and bio-inertness were not prioritized as one of the design goals
is to enclose the linked implant within a biocompatible silicone boot 80,111 to isolate both
the linkage and any generated wear particles from the patient’s joint capsule and tissues.
Commercial datasheets for high strength universal joints indicate low alloy, heat treated
steels (often hardened AISI 8620 grade alloys) are most commonly used to produce a high
performance joint.112,113 However, some high strength joints are made of medium carbon
steel alloyed with cobalt, nickel, and/or molybdenum
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or high carbon steel needle

bearings combined with cobalt chromium molybdenum alloy (CoCrMo) and nickel for the
trunnion assembly.115 Comparing the mechanical properties of low alloy steel to CoCrMo
indicates similar yield strength and fatigue strength, varying by alloy and heat treatment
process, but the low alloy steel does not have excellent resistance to adhesive wear,
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especially if paired to itself (CES EduPack 2016, Granta Design Ltd, Cambridge, UK).
Wear particles are to be minimized, as third body particles trapped in the boot may damage
the joint surface and contribute to further wear of the implant.
A material selection plot was created in CES, using the criteria of fatigue strength and yield
strength. A second selection threshold was added; only materials classified as having an
“excellent” adhesive wear resistance were included in the final candidates. The candidate
materials identified are presented in Figure 3.1 below.
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Figure 3.1: Material selection graph
The main criteria for selection were fatigue strength and yield strength, with only materials
having excellent adhesive wear resistance considered viable candidates (coloured
materials).
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Within the materials successfully used in high strength universal joints, CoCrMo is shown
to be a more appropriate choice for an implanted universal joint due to its higher strength
and superior wear resistance. As the focus of this project was to assess the functional
capability of a universal joint to act as a shoulder implant, extensive material selection to
consider exotic materials for design optimization was not undertaken. This is considered
future work pending successful preliminary testing.
The finite element analysis (FEA) of the linkage was split into two major analyses: the first
was a static yielding check based on two different aggressive loading scenarios, and the
second was a fatigue analysis of repeated low angle elevation movements with no weight
in the hand (unloaded). The analysis was performed both in SolidWorks and Simsolid
software. SolidWorks FEA uses a traditional method of meshing each part and calculating
the stresses, strains, and displacement at each node of the mesh. Simsolid instead employs
external finite element basis functions, with no mesh. The strength of using Simsolid is that
no assumptions are required in terms of mesh geometry or boundary conditions, which
both tend to be challenging aspects in biomechanics studies. However, Simsolid has
generally not been validated for biomechanical applications. Since an experimental model
of the linked shoulder implant does not yet exist for validation purposes, the choice was
made to utilize both types of FEA software, in order to serve as cross validation. Moreover,
since the intent was to analyze stress patterns and safety factors well under yield limits,
then absolute agreement between both software was not a requirement.
The target factor of safety range was set between 1.5 and 2 to account for using the highest
measured loads for any motion scenario. Considering that the surrounding bone may likely
break if the user falls on the arm, extreme scenarios (such as falling) that would impart
more force than a user would reasonably be expected to generate on the joint were excluded
from this analysis.

3.2.2

Hertzian Contact Stress Analysis

The contact stress was evaluated separately from the bending stresses of each component.
Given the pin and block design of a universal joint, the resulting contact between two
parallel cylinders can lead to high Hertzian contact stresses. The theoretical contact pattern
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of two concentric, parallel cylinders is a line, however, in practicality, small deformations
on both components occur, creating a larger contact area which decreases the contact
stresses. If the contact stresses exceed the allowable, then pitting of the surface can result,
leading to third body wear particles. The surface damage and presence of wear particles
can accelerate the wear process, leading to early failure. 106 Two spheres in contact (ball
and socket) results in a theoretical point of contact area, compared to a line contact profile
of two cylinders in contact. In reality, both contacting surfaces will deform slightly to
change the theoretical point and line to a circle and ellipse respectively. Due to the length
over which the contact forces are distributed in a two-cylinder configuration, the Hertzian
contact stresses will be considerably less than in sphere-on-sphere contact since the force
is spread over a much larger area. The deformability of both materials involved also has a
role in the contact stress. If the contact is between metal and polyethylene, (the common
materials for a ball and socket joint implant) the polyethylene deforms due to its low
modulus and thus creates a larger contact area than would be found if both components
were made of metal.
The Hertzian contact stress is a function of the two radii of curvature, the length of contact,
material properties, and the forces on the cylinders. (The equations can be found in
Appendix E). The magnitude and distribution of stresses resulting from contact may be
calculated and plotted using Hertzian contact theory.
Friction and surface roughness are not accounted for in the Hertzian model. These
simplifications are not fully realistic in practical applications. Therefore, a generous safety
factor is beneficial to compensate for these assumptions.
The resultant force magnitude from the Orthoload database was used as the normal force
to calculate the Hertzian contact stress. A sliding fit was used to allow free rotation while
minimizing the angular misalignment of the pins. The pin and hole diameters with the
maximum difference in radii of curvature were used as a worst-case scenario. (Tolerance
calculations can be found in Appendix D.)
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3.2.3

Static Yielding Analysis

Static yielding was analyzed for two loading scenarios; one in which a participant abducted
a 2 kg weight to 90°, and the other where the participant lifted 2 kg to 90° of forward
elevation (Figure 3.2). Because of the relatively large moment arm of the weight in the
hand to the glenohumeral joint, high joint reaction forces are experienced in the joint. These
forces are among the highest measured in the available data and represent a worst-case
scenario, especially considering the target patients for a linked shoulder implant are not
expected to have high muscular strength or subject the joint to high loads. It is worth noting
that the only participants in the study who could complete this task were men in their midsixties, (weight close to 200lbs). The more elderly female participants were only capable
of performing the unloaded activities, and we consider this to be a more accurate
representation of the target functional requirements of the linked implant.

Figure 3.2: Loading scenarios used for analysis
Left: Participant abducts a 2 kg weight to 90°. Middle: Participant lifts a 2 kg weight to
90° of forward elevation. Right: Participant abducts arm to 40° with no weight in the hand
(unloaded).
The linkage components were moved to the appropriate configuration to replicate the
relevant glenohumeral joint angle in SolidWorks and then imported to Simsolid. A local
coordinate system was defined in Simsolid that corresponded to the load measurements
taken by Orthoload (Figure 3.3). The origin coincided with the humeral head center of
rotation, and the X-axis pointed anteriorly, Y-axis superiorly, and Z-axis distally. With
common references and coordinate systems between the model and the load data, no
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coordinate transformations were required. The loads and moments were applied to the
appropriate faces as remote loads, which automatically transforms the load components to
the specified location for load application and compensates for this transformation with an
additional moment. The following sections outline the boundary conditions for each part
analyzed.

Y

Y
Z

Y
X

X

Z

X

Figure 3.3: Local Coordinate System
The origin coincides with the sphere fit center of the native humeral head. +Y-axis points
superiorly, +Z-axis points distally, and +X-axis points anteriorly. This coordinate system
is consistent with the measured joint loads by Bergmann et al.102,107 Left: Isometric view.
Middle: View of XY plane. Right: View of YZ plane.
This procedure was tested for the vertical glenoid yoke, with the glenoid yoke lowered
5mm from the center of the glenoid face, tilted 20° inferiorly, with an 8 mm offset in the
center trunnion block, corresponding to the configuration that provided the most range of
motion as determined in the preceding chapter.
The maximal stress value and location were recorded from the results of both software.
Additionally, average stresses in regions of interest were probed and compared with the
material yield strength.
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Humeral Yoke
The humeral yoke component was analyzed with consistent boundary conditions and
loading between SolidWorks and Simsolid as shown below in Figure 3.4. The stem of the
yoke was fixed in place, and the load applied through the pin holes, in a reversed direction,
such that the component was still under a compressive bending load. Additionally, the flat
inner faces were considered a sliding boundary condition to replicate the sliding contact
with the center link component.

Figure 3.4: Boundary conditions of humeral yoke
Left: SolidWorks depiction of boundary conditions and load. Green arrows represent a
sliding connection. Blue arrows represent fixed geometry. Purple arrows represent the
resolved load, with the tails travelling back to the face which bears the load. Right:
Simsolid depiction of boundary conditions and load. Yellow markers represent both the
fixed proximal yoke base, and the sliding boundary condition on the 2 flat faces. The faces
that bear the input load are shown with green markers.
The regions of interest probed for average stress values were: the anterior and posterior
inner corners of the humeral yoke, the distal and proximal circumferential regions of the
base, and the inner faces of the pin holes.
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Center Link Subassembly
All connections were considered bonded to provide rigidity and replicate the static position
held at each load scenario when the load was applied. Boundary conditions were consistent
between SolidWorks and Simsolid as shown in Figure 3.5. Sliding boundary conditions
were added on the four longitudinal faces of the center linkage block to constrain
movement, as the inner faces of the yokes would provide this constraint in the assembly.
The glenoid pin faces that would be in contact with their corresponding holes in the glenoid
yoke were fixed. The middle section of both the proximal and distal pins (inside the center
link) were constrained using a sliding boundary condition. A remote load was applied to
the two outer faces of the humeral pin, referencing the origin of the humeral head sphere
fit.

Figure 3.5: Boundary conditions of center trunnion assembly
Left: SolidWorks depiction of boundary conditions and load. Green arrows represent a
sliding connection and hinge. Blue arrows represent fixed geometry. Purple arrows
represent the resolved load, with the tails travelling back to the face which bears the load.
Right: Simsolid depiction of boundary conditions and load. Yellow markers represent both
the fixed proximal hinge, and the sliding boundary condition on the 4 flat sides. The distal
pin faces that bear the input load are shown with red markers.
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Glenoid Yoke
The medial face of the glenoid yoke was fixed in place to model implant fixation. A sliding
boundary condition was applied to the inner faces of the yokes to simulate the center
trunnion constraint. The remote load acted on the faces of the yoke’s pin holes according
to the Orthoload joint reaction force. The component was under a compressive bending
load, with the resultant force directed superiorly, medially, and slightly anteriorly. (Figure
3.6)

Figure 3.6: Boundary conditions of glenoid yoke
Left: SolidWorks depiction of boundary conditions and load. Green arrows represent a
sliding connection and hinge. Blue arrows represent fixed geometry. Purple arrows
represent the resolved load, with the tails travelling back to the face which bears the load.
Right: Simsolid depiction of boundary conditions and load. Yellow markers represent both
the fixed proximal yoke base, and the sliding boundary condition on the 2 flat faces. The
distal faces that bear the input load are shown with red markers.
The forces experienced during a loaded forward elevation are higher than that from
abduction. Thus, it was considered the critical loading scenario for static yielding.
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3.2.4

Fatigue Failure Analysis

Using an instrumented shirt to track arm movements throughout the day, Langohr et al.
showed that most arm motion occurs at low elevation angles. 48 These results are
corroborated by Coley et al.49 The current ASTM standard F1378 for testing shoulder
prosthesis outlines testing to only 100,000 cycles. 59 However, this value corresponds to
less than one year of extrapolated arm abduction cycles using both Langohr and Coley’s
results.
For fatigue analysis of this implant, a 40° abduction cycle was used to correspond with the
most frequent joint angle recorded by Langohr and Coley’s studies.48,49 If daily activity
levels from these studies are extrapolated to a yearly basis, over 2 million 40° cycles per
year are expected. It is notable that these studies were performed on healthy subjects, as
well as subjects who had undergone successful shoulder arthroplasty, and therefore are
expected to have higher functional requirements of the joint than those with chronic
instability would expect. Nonetheless, infinite life criteria was used for fatigue analysis at
this loading cycle.
Orthoload data was again extracted to correspond with the humerus abducted to 40°. Data
was extracted for multiple participants as well as multiple trials, since with a high degree
of freedom, the force profiles were quite variable. The highest reported force values from
this pool were used, which came from heavier participants with greater muscle strength.
The maximum stresses were recorded for comparison with the endurance limit from
published S-N curves.116
The maximum von Mises stress value was recorded for each component, along with the
corresponding critical location. Following that, average stress values in regions of interest
were probed to ensure stress concentrations due to mesh geometry were removed and
evaluate for consistency between SolidWorks and Simsolid. The results (maximum and
average regional stresses) from both software were compared with separate one-way
repeated measures ANOVA’s with pairwise comparisons.
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3.3
3.3.1

Results
Hertzian Contact Stress Analysis

With a nominal pin diameter of 7.5 mm and a sliding fit, the maximum hole diameter was
determined to be 7.520 mm and the minimum pin diameter 7.491 mm. Since contact
stresses will be highest with the largest radial mismatch of components, these dimensions
represent the worst case scenario. The maximum Hertzian contact stresses occurred in the
loading scenario corresponding to a 2 kg in the hand loaded 90° forward extension
movement. Calculations may be found in Appendix E. The maximum contact stress within
the center trunnion was 60 MPa, less than one tenth of the yield strength (980 MPa) of the
material (Cobalt Chromium Molybdenum alloy).

3.3.2

Static Failure Analysis

All components had stress levels lower than the yield stress of wrought medical grade
cobalt chrome (Co28Cr6Mo hot worked, high carbon ASTM F1537, UNS R31538).117 The
mechanical properties have been reported as: Young’s Modulus 220 GPa, yield strength
980 MPa, ultimate tensile strength of 1300 MPa, and a fatigue strength of 624 MPa at over
10 million cycles.116–119
The minimum factor of safety was 1.6 in SolidWorks and 2.0 in Simsolid, occurring in the
humeral yoke in the loaded 90° forward elevation loading scenario. The maximum stress
result from the SolidWorks finite element model was very concentrated and appears to be
a result of a stress concentration due to a mesh effect. Thus, the achieved factor of safety
is sufficiently close to the design target factor of safety of 2, providing confidence the
linkage component will not yield when loaded in an extreme scenario.
No difference was found comparing the maximum stresses (p=0.086) or the average
regional stresses (p=0.25) recorded in SolidWorks to those recorded in Simsolid. Each
component (humeral yoke, center trunnion subassembly, and glenoid yoke) was analyzed
for three different loading conditions: (1) loaded abduction, (2) loaded forward elevation,
and (3) unloaded low angle abduction. The results for each component in different loading
scenarios are presented below.
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LOADING CONDITION 1: LOADED ABDUCTION
Humeral Yoke
The location of the highest stress was at the base of the humeral shaft, at the transition
between the area constrained by the constrained humeral shaft and the base of the yokes,
which is expected given the fixed boundary condition constraint. This location agrees
with the intuitive bending stresses expected given the compressive forces acting on the
component. Both software show stress distribution concentrated at the base of the yoke,
and dissipating outward. (Figure 3.7)

Figure 3.7: Von Mises stress distribution in the humeral yoke under loaded 90°
abduction
Stress distribution colour map ranges from 0 MPa (blue) to 480 MPa (red).
Average stresses were recorded for different regions of interest in both software, and found
to be well below the yield strength. (Figure 3.8) The minimum factor of safety was 1.6 for
the humeral yoke in loaded abduction.
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Humeral Yoke Von Mises Stresses in Loaded 90°
Abduction
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Figure 3.8: Von Mises stress in humeral yoke (CoCrMo) under 90° loaded
abduction by region
Glenoid Yoke
The location of highest stress in the glenoid yoke was the outer fillet of the superior yoke.
(Figure 3.9) With the resultant force primarily directed superior and medial, the superior
yoke bears most of the stress. This fillet could be smoothed in future iterations, however
with a factor of safety of 5 at this location, (Figure 3.10) this change is unnecessary for
mechanical integrity of the component.

Figure 3.9: Von Mises stress distribution in the glenoid yoke under loaded 90°
abduction
Stress distribution colour map ranges from 0 MPa (blue) to 150 MPa (red).
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Excellent agreement between SolidWorks and Simsolid average regional stresses was
found. (Figure 3.10)
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Figure 3.10: Von Mises stress in glenoid yoke (CoCrMo) under 90° loaded
abduction by region
Center Trunnion Subassembly
The location of highest stresses in the center trunnion subassembly was on the humeral
pins, just outside of the block, and spreading though the center block surrounding the pin.
(Figure 3.11)
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Figure 3.11: Von Mises stress distribution in the center trunnion subassembly under
loaded 90° abduction
Stress distribution colour map ranges from 0 MPa (blue) to 120 MPa (red).
The comparison between the SolidWorks and Simsolid stress outputs in the center
trunnion subassembly is shown in Figure 3.12 below.
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Figure 3.12: Von Mises stress in center trunnion (CoCrMo) under loaded 90°
abduction by region
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LOADING CONDITION 2: LOADED FORWARD ELEVATION
Humeral Yoke
As in the loaded 90° abduction loading scenario, the critical location in the humeral yoke
was in the area between the constrained base and the radius distal to the yokes. (Figure
3.13) The minimum factor of safety for this component is just over 2.

Figure 3.13: Von Mises stress distribution in the humeral yoke under loaded 90°
forward elevation
Stress distribution colour map ranges from 0 MPa (blue) to 400 MPa (red).
Interestingly, the singular maximum stress for the loaded forward elevation case is lower
than for the loaded abduction case, even with a higher joint force.
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Humeral Yoke Von Mises Stresses in Loaded 90°
Forward Elevation
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Figure 3.14: Von Mises stress in humeral yoke (CoCrMo) under loaded 90° forward
elevation by region
Glenoid Yoke
The stress distribution pattern in the glenoid yoke matches that of the loaded abduction
scenario above, although with a slightly higher magnitude of maximum stresses. (Figure
3.15 and Figure 3.16) Since the joint load is approximately 150% of the loaded abduction
case, an increase in stress values is in line with expectations.

Figure 3.15: Von Mises stress distribution in the glenoid yoke under loaded 90°
forward elevation
Stress distribution colour map ranges from 0 MPa (blue) to 200 MPa (red).
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Glenoid Yoke Von Mises Stresses in Loaded 90° Forward
Elevation
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Figure 3.16: Von Mises stress in glenoid yoke (CoCrMo) under loaded 90° forward
elevation by region
Center Trunnion Subassembly
The locations of highest stress in the center trunnion subassembly are once again the
humeral pin where the load is applied, and the surrounding area of the center block.
(Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18)

Figure 3.17: Von Mises stress distribution in the center trunnion subassembly under
loaded 90° forward elevation
Stress distribution colour map ranges from 0 MPa (blue) to 250 MPa (red).
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Center Link Subassembly Von Mises Stresses in Loaded 90°
Forward Elevation
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Figure 3.18: Von Mises stress in center trunnion (CoCrMo) under loaded 90°
forward elevation by region

3.3.3

Fatigue Failure Analysis

In order to estimate the lifetime of a component, the fluctuating stress must be compared
with the fatigue strength. Because the modelled cyclic motion for this analysis is the
movement from a neutral position to 40° of abduction, the stresses can be simplified to a
fluctuating stress scenario, meaning the minimum stress is 0, and the maximum stress
corresponds to the amplitude of the variable stress. This simplification is possible because
the components will not be fluctuating between tensile and compressive bending in this
low abduction range. Full calculations are presented in Appendix F.
LOADING CONDITION 3: UNLOADED LOW ANGLE ABDUCTION
Humeral Yoke
The location of highest stress in the humeral yoke under low angle, unloaded abduction is
also at the transition of the constrained base cylinder and the base of the yokes. (Figure
3.19)
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Figure 3.19: Von Mises stress distribution in the humeral yoke under unloaded 40°
abduction.
Stress distribution colour map ranges from 0 MPa (blue) to 140 MPa (red).
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Figure 3.20: Von Mises stress in humeral yoke (CoCrMo) under unloaded 40°
abduction by region
Glenoid Yoke
The glenoid yoke in low angle unloaded abduction shows a different stress pattern than
that of the loaded 90° abduction. The loading pattern of the unloaded low angle abduction
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is mostly a superior force, with only a small compressive force contribution, causing the
inferior yoke to experience higher stress, as seen in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.21: Von Mises stress distribution in the glenoid yoke under unloaded 40°
abduction
Stress distribution colour map ranges from 0 MPa (blue) to 24 MPa (red).
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Figure 3.22: Von Mises stress in glenoid yoke (CoCrMo) under unloaded 40°
abduction by region
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Center Trunnion Subassembly
The humeral pin had the highest stresses in the center trunnion subassembly, due to the
compressive forces acting on the exposed faces and the constraint provided by the center
block. (Figure 3.23)

Figure 3.23: Von Mises stress distribution in the center trunnion subassembly under
unloaded 40° abduction
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Figure 3.24: Von Mises stress in center trunnion (CoCrMo) under unloaded 40°
abduction by region
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3.4

Conclusion

All components had a sufficient yield factor of safety (above 1.6) in all loading scenarios
tested. The minimum fatigue factor of safety based on an infinite life was 2.15. There was
consistency between SolidWorks and Simsolid in both the maximum stress and average
stress, as well as the regions where these stresses occurred. Additionally, the locations of
the highest stresses were confirmed by both software and are reasonable based on the
expected loading scenarios, further serving as validation of the results.
The highest von Mises stress measured in the linkage was experienced in the humeral yoke
in all loading scenarios, at the junction of the fixed cylindrical base and the base of the
yokes. This may be explained by the longer bending moment arm between the fixed base
geometry and the acting point of the load compared to the other components.
Several limitations are present in any modelling study and include stress concentrations
due to the automatic meshing in SolidWorks. The seemingly random stress concentrations
shown in the base of the humeral yoke suggest that this is an effect of the mesh geometry
used, which is further supported by the lack of a focal stress concentration in the meshless
Simsolid analysis. Isolating each component for individual stress analysis required the use
of boundary conditions to mimic the interaction each part would have with its neighboring
parts. Sliding boundary conditions were used, however can over constrain the parts by
preventing compression or other out of plane displacements. Another limitation is that
Simsolid software allows only one boundary or load condition to be applied on each face,
and cannot solve with frictional effects. Friction is expected to be minimal in a lubricated
mechanism, but can never truly be eliminated. While in-situ loading data from a TSA
implant is expected to provide a more accurate joint force than has been estimated
previously, it is unknown how changing the joint geometry from a ball and socket to the
linked universal joint will affect the direction and magnitude of the joint reaction force.
It must be conceded that component geometry and material selection play an integral role
in static failure and fatigue, and that these details have not yet been established for this
linked implant design. The purpose of this chapter was to determine whether an implant of
this general linked configuration would be at all feasible – within a wide margin of safety
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– based solely on its universal joint design, and the configurations determined in Chapter
2. With this now determined, the analysis moves to bone fixation failure criteria in the
following chapter.
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Chapter 4

4

Finite Element Analysis of the Glenoid Component
Fixation

OVERVIEW: Unlike traditional and reverse shoulder arthroplasty implants, the proposed
implant is constrained through its linkage, and thus, it is conceivable that it might impart
greater bending moments into its bone fixation. Based on previous constrained implant
designs, the glenoid fixation is expected to be a likely failure mode. Therefore, the scope
of this chapter is to estimate bone stresses in the context of static bone fixation failure, in
order to further evaluate the feasibility and safety of the proposed design.

4.1 Introduction
In order for a joint replacement to be successful, it must be securely fixed to the bone
around it to effectively transfer loading through the bone. Loosening of an implant is of
significant clinical concern as it is one of the most common reasons for revision surgery,
and can impair the fixation ability of the revised component due to bone damage. 42,61,120,121
Implant loosening is thought to be influenced by multiple factors, and to understand it, the
underlying structure and composition of bone must be explored.
Bone is distinguished into two major types: cortical and trabecular bone (Figure 4.1).
Cortical bone is harder and more dense than trabecular bone and forms the thin outer shell
of a bone. The remaining inner bone is comprised of trabecular bone, a porous, irregular
lattice-type structure. Implants primarily interact with the trabecular bone, making it a more
important criterion for fixation analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Cortical shell surrounding inner trabeculae
Image taken from a cross section of the scapula at the base of the acromion process.
The material properties of bone are highly variable, dependent on factors such as: bone
mineral density, age, sex, region of the skeleton, loading, pathology (such as osteoporosis,
arthritis).122–124 Since bone is a living tissue, it adapts to its loading environment, and
through a continual balanced process of resorption and rebuilding, the bone tailors its shape
to efficiently support the movements and loads that the joint experiences.

125,126

As the

body ages, this remodeling process becomes less balanced, resulting in a gradual loss of
bone density and strength, which causes increased fragility and higher fracture risk.
Bone remodeling around an implant is a complex process that cannot be fully predicted,
but is key to preventing implant loosening. Many implants are now coated with a rough
surface covered with calcium phosphate to encourage the growth of trabeculae to integrate
with the implant surface, thereby achieving a stronger bond between implant and bone. 25,127
This process is compromised by excessive motion before the new bone growth can be
completed, damage to the trabeculae from previous implant removal or third body particles
contributes to bone resorption, and the slower bone growth process in older patients.60,76
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The region of the skeleton in question is related to its strength, with larger, more load
bearing bones having greater density and strength. However, the best predictor of a bone’s
strength is its apparent density.122,128–130 Several authors have aimed to quantify the
relationship between apparent density and the mechanical properties of bone.

129

Both the mechanical properties as well as the geometry of the bone and its individual
trabeculae have implications on the fixation strength of an implant. The fixation strength
is defined as the maximum stress that can be tolerated before failure of the bone
surrounding the implant. Localized failure can lead to implant loosening at the bone–
implant interface. While loosening can occur at the implant interface with the humerus or
glenoid, the focus of this study is on the glenoid fixation since it is thought to be the weak
link of the semi- or fully-constrained shoulder prostheses systems. 131,132
There are differences in fixation strength depending on whether an implant is cemented
into the bone or fixed with screws and a porous central peg, which allows for bony
ingrowth. In this study, uncemented fixation is studied, due primarily to its widespread use
in RSA and fixed fulcrum implant designs. 25,54 Uncemented fixation is thought to provide
a stronger bond with the bone, as porous fixation allows for trabecular remodeling and
integration of the implant with the bone.127
As both RSA and fixed fulcrum shoulder implant systems are considered to have a semiconstrained CoR, an additional loading burden – in the form of bending moments – is
imparted on the glenoid component, and transferred to the glenoid bone by way of the
fixation pegs and screws.131–133 Where the CoR is lateralized from the native shoulder, a
higher bending moment is generated due to the load acting at a longer fulcrum distance
from the glenoid bone.
The first designs of shoulder replacement prostheses closely resembled modern hip
replacement systems, implementing a constrained ball and socket design. These designs
were abandoned in favor of less constrained designs due to their high incidence of
loosening.131 The increased rate of loosening was generally considered to be caused by the
lateralized CoR imparting greater stresses at the bone-implant interface from an increased
moment arm; however, as Pupello 134 points out, no studies were performed at the time to
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establish causation.134 Now, as constrained fixed fulcrum implant designs are more likely
used for salvage procedures, and semi-constrained RSA designs are gaining favor as
primary procedures,34 the effects of lateralizing CoR on bone fixation stress become a more
prominent concern.35,76 However, most studies on glenoid fixation aim to estimate
micromotion of the glenoid baseplate with respect to the bone, rather than the bone stresses.
Achieving bony ingrowth depends at least partially on ensuring low levels of implant
motion while the bone accommodates the implant.135 Longer term success of the implant
depends on the bone’s ability to withstand the stresses transferred to it from the lateralized
CoR.

Figure 4.2: Lateralization of the abductor hinges for comparison
Left: Vertical glenoid yoke. The abduction hinge revolves around the distal pin of the
linkage. Middle: Horizontal glenoid yoke. The abduction hinge revolves around the
proximal pin of the linkage. Right: RSA Glenosphere. The humeral cup revolves around
the sphere center.
The purpose of this study was to compare the bone stresses in the glenoid under
physiologically relevant loading conditions, based on differing levels of CoR lateralization,
and evaluate whether the resulting bone stresses approached the failure limit of bone. The
distance of CoR lateralization was based on an existing lateralized RSA implant design
(Reverse Shoulder Prosthesis, DJO Global, Texas), 77 and both the horizontally and
vertically oriented glenoid yokes of the linked shoulder joint design (Figure 4.2). It is
hypothesized that the further lateralized CoR of the vertically oriented glenoid yoke (VG)
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will result in higher bone fixation stresses than either the horizontal glenoid yoke (HG)
configuration, or the commercial lateralized RSA (LatRSA) glenosphere.

4.2

Materials and Methods

A 3D scapular model was converted from a cadaveric scapula CT scan (Mimics,
Materialise Corp.). The donor was a 78 year old male with no pathology (height: 65 inches,
weight: 159 lbs, Donor ID: 15-10049L). The scapula was extracted from the CT scan data
using a threshold of 200 HU, and manual post-processing was done to fill any cavities in
the 3D model. The scapular model was then exported as an .STL file for import into
SolidWorks. A glenoid baseplate for a lateralized RSA implant, based on the DJO RSP,
was modelled in SolidWorks as a single part. The baseplate diameter was 25 mm, with a
6.5 mm diameter central screw, and four peripheral screws (4.5 mm diameter) with angle
adjustable up to 30°. Both the central and peripheral screws were 25 mm long. The back
face was domed with a 3 mm height. The central peg hole was angled 20° in the glenoid
bone inferiorly to accommodate the desired tilt of the glenoid yoke, as determined in
Chapter 2.
The baseplate was virtually positioned in the scapula, with screw trajectories placed to
maximize bony contact (Figure 4.3). The placement was confirmed by a fellowship trained
shoulder surgeon (GSA). The central screw and two of the peripheral screws perforated the
glenoid vault, which was unavoidable given the 25 mm screw length.
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Figure 4.3: Scapula with implanted glenoid baseplate
Left: Oblique view of the glenoid face, showing the position of the baseplate relative to the
glenoid. Middle: Anterior view of the scapula, showing alignment of the baseplate relative
to the plane of the glenoid rim, and screw perforations of the glenoid vault. Right: Anterior
view of the scapula (transparent) to illustrate screw trajectories.
Once the baseplate and screws were positioned in the scapula, the baseplate was Boolean
subtracted from the glenoid to simulate a surgical reaming procedure, which establishes a
conforming contact surface between the bone and baseplate backside. An adaptive surface
mesh was then overlaid onto the glenoid, and then converted into a volume mesh of
tetrahedral elements (Abaqus, Dassault Systems, France). A mesh size convergence study
was performed for the scapula, resulting in an adaptive surface mesh of 1.3 mm maximum
edge length. The baseplate was adaptive surface meshed at a maximum edge length of 0.75
mm. The surface meshes were converted in Abaqus to a quadratic tetrahedral volume mesh
(C3D10 elements).76
The volume mesh was superimposed onto the original stacked DICOM images from the
CT scan in order to assign material properties to each tetrahedral element based on the
apparent density of the tissue136 (Bonemat v3.2, Instituto Ortopedico Rizzoli, Italy). The
apparent density is correlated to the Young’s Modulus based on a power function with
multiple coefficients reported by various authors.129 The individual scanner parameters
were calibrated base on the known density of a phantom material (in this case dipotassium
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phosphate (K2HPO4)) and scaling the bone density accordingly. The modulus of each
element was calculated by the following equations determined by Eberle et al. 137:
𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ = 1.22𝜌𝐾2𝐻𝑃𝑂4 + 0.0523

(1)

2.01
𝐸 = 10,200𝜌𝑎𝑠ℎ

(2)

All elements in the scapula were assigned a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The range of Young’s
moduli calculated for the scapular volume elements was between 65 MPa and 24 GPa.
This scapula model was then exported for finite element analysis in Abaqus.
The scapula and baseplate Abaqus files were combined into an assembly (Figure 4.4). The
medial edge of the scapula was rigidly tied to a fixed reference point in the middle of the
edge to restrict any scapular translational and rotational movement. The contact between
the baseplate and the bone was separated into two interactions: the first was comprised of
the curved back of the baseplate and central peg, and the second interaction was the four
peripheral screws and the surrounding bone. The central peg and baseplate were set as a
surface to surface explicit contact, with the baseplate as the master surface, and overclosure
adjustment on. This interaction was set to a frictionless, hard contact, which represents an
idealized case of the initial implantation of the implant before any bony ingrowth has
occurred. The peripheral screws were tied to the surrounding bone. Finally, a damping
effect was incorporated to slow the introduction of loading, with a damping coefficient of
0.1 in all directions.
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Figure 4.4: FEA model of implanted scapula showing loading and boundary
conditions.
All nodes highlighted along the medial edge of the scapula are rigidly tied to a fixed
reference point (black triangle) to prevent rotation and translation of the scapula. Loads
were applied to each of the three implant hinge points (shown as coloured dots)
corresponding to a hinge at 90° abducted arm position. Load (grey arrow) shown acting
at VG yoke hinge point. The local coordinate system (Local CS) was located at the sphere
fit center of the native humeral head.
The simulated joint load was applied to the lateral face of the baseplate, at a reference node
located according to the position of the hinge point. Remote loads were used to account for
the load application occurring at different locations than originally measured with a
telemeterized implant.107 The remote load function translates the load to the specified face,
and adds the appropriated bending moment to compensate for the translation. To compare
the effects of lateralization of the hinge on bone stress, three different positions of the hinge
(LatRSA, HG, VG) were used for each loading scenario, and moved as necessary to reflect
the fact that the hinge point moves in the VG and LatRSA configurations depending on the
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arm position. The load magnitudes and directions were chosen to reflect a variety of
activities of daily living, including:
1. 90° of abduction, with a body weight (756 N) in each of the shear (superior) and
compressive directions, resulting in a 1080 N combined load. This is a common
loading scenario for glenoid fixation FEA studies and is the testing standard for
ASTM F2028.138–140
2. Unloaded 40° of abduction: As discussed in the previous chapter, most daily upper
extremity movement occurs at low levels of abduction and forward
elevation.48,49,102
3. Loaded 90° of abduction: This loading scenario reflects the measured joint load
when a participant raised a 2 kg weight to 90° of abduction, from the Orthoload
database. The force magnitude is similar to the ASTM F2028 loading scenario, at
1250 N, split primarily between the superior and compressive directions.
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4. Loaded 90° of forward elevation: Considered the worst-case scenario, this load
represents 2 kg in the hand with a straight arm raised to 90° of forward elevation.
It has the highest joint load tested (1700 N), split nearly evenly between the
compressive, superior shear, and posterior directions. 102 This load represents over
twice the body weight for a 77 kg person. Given that the target patients for a linked
shoulder implant have limited function due to chronic instability, and generally
lower upper arm strength, this load is likely too aggressive to be performed.
However, loads at 1.5-2 times body weight have been estimated for some daily
living activities, such as using the arms to lift oneself out of a chair, so this loading
scenario was considered aggressive but relevant.61,107
5. Unsupported arm hanging at side: As opposed to active arm movement, which
imparts compressive forces on the joint, the unsupported arm hanging at side will
put tension on the bone-implant fixation. The weight of the arm was estimated at
5% of total body weight 141 and acting at the hinge point of the joint, straight down
(-Y direction).
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6. Unsupported arm at side with 10 kg weight in hand: The arm weight plus an
additional 10 kg was modelled to represent a patient carrying items such as
groceries. This resulted in 130 N acting in the -Y direction, acting at the hinge point
of the joint. The loads reported by Bergmann et al. 102 are consistent with the forces
calculated for loading scenarios 5 and 6.
Once all loads were input and the models were run, the relevant bone stresses were
extracted. Von Mises stresses at the centroid of each bone element surrounding each screw
were recorded. The 99th percentile,142 95th percentile, and 90th percentile 143–145 maximum
stress values and averages were reported (Appendix G) so that the effects of stress
concentrations due to mesh geometry could be discounted. All stress values were plotted
for visualization of stress distribution, with stress results from each lateralization displayed
on the same plot for comparison. A threshold of 10 MPa146 was used for the glenoid
trabecular bone failure limit.
Since the highest stresses occurred surrounding the central screw, a two-way repeated
measures ANOVA was performed for the central bone screw, with the load magnitude and
lateralization set as factors. There were three levels of lateralization (LatRSA, HG, and
VG), and six load levels. Separate one-way repeated measures ANOVA’s were performed
for the central peg bone stresses for each loading scenario to evaluate pairwise comparisons
between the three implant lateralizations. Significance was set at p<0.05.

4.3

Results

The two-way RM ANOVA indicated that both lateralization and loading scenario were
found to have a significant effect on measured bone stresses in the central screw
(p<0.0005). Additionally, a significant interaction was found between lateralization and
load (p<0.0005).
The highest stresses reported were found to be in the body of the scapula. Since the scapula
is a floating bone, and not rigidly constrained along the medial edge as was done in this
model, these stresses were considered an artifact of the boundary conditions. Additionally,
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the stresses in the scapular body are unrelated to the fixation strength, so only the stresses
surrounding the implant fixation were considered.
The stress distributions by colour mapping within the glenoid face for all loading cases are
shown in Figure 4.5.
Loading
Case

Case 1:
1 BW at 90°
Abduction

Case 2:
40°
Abduction

Case 3:
Loaded 90°
Abduction

Vertical Glenoid
Yoke

Horizontal Glenoid
Yoke

Lateralized RSA
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Case 4:
Loaded 90°
Forward
Elevation

Case 5:
Hanging
Arm Weight

Case 6:
Hanging
Arm Weight
plus
10 kg

Figure 4.5: Stress distribution in glenoid face
Stress distribution colour map ranges from 0 MPa (dark blue) to 10 MPa (red). Elements
with stresses exceeding 10 MPa are depicted in grey.
The bone stresses surrounding the central peg were the highest for all loading cases, thus
the bone surrounding it is considered to have the highest fracture risk. Results are plotted
in Figure 4.6 - Figure 4.11 for the 90th percentile max and mean stresses for all locations
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and loading conditions. The mean and maximum values determined by the 90 th, 95th, and
99th percentiles are tabulated in Appendix G.

Bone Stresses Surrounding Baseplate Screws:
1 Body Weight Compressive and Shear Load
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Figure 4.6: Glenoid bone stress: 1 BW Shear and Compressive Load
90th percentile bone stresses surrounding each bone screw grouped by bone screw
location. Columns represent the average stress values, the whiskers represent the standard
deviation, and the diamonds represent maximum values. Significant differences within the
pairwise comparison of the stresses surrounding the central screw are designated with an
asterisk (p<0.0005).
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Bone Stresses Surrounding Baseplate Screws:
40° Abduction
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Figure 4.7: Glenoid Bone Stress: Unloaded 40° Abduction
90th percentile bone stresses surrounding each bone screw grouped by bone screw
location. Columns represent the average stress values, the whiskers represent the standard
deviation, and the diamonds represent maximum values. Significant differences within the
pairwise comparison of the stresses surrounding the central screw are designated with an
asterisk (p<0.0005).
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Bone Stresses Surrounding Baseplate Screws:
Loaded 90° Abduction
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von Mises Stress (MPa)
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Figure 4.8: Glenoid Bone Stress: Loaded 90° Abduction
90th percentile bone stresses surrounding each bone screw grouped by bone screw
location. Columns represent the average stress values, the whiskers represent the standard
deviation, and the diamonds represent maximum values. Significant differences within the
pairwise comparison of the stresses surrounding the central screw are designated with an
asterisk (p<0.0005).
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Bone Stresses Surrounding Baseplate Screws:
Loaded 90° Forward Elevation
70
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Figure 4.9: Glenoid Bone Stress: Loaded 90° Forward Elevation
90th percentile bone stresses surrounding each bone screw grouped by bone screw
location. Columns represent the average stress values, the whiskers represent the standard
deviation, and the diamonds represent maximum values. Significant differences within the
pairwise comparison of the stresses surrounding the central screw are designated with an
asterisk (p<0.0005).
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Bone Stresses Surrounding Baseplate Screws:
Unsupported Arm Weight
1
0.9

von Mises Stress (MPa)
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Figure 4.10: Glenoid Bone Stress: Unsupported Arm Weight
90th percentile bone stresses surrounding each bone screw grouped by bone screw
location. Columns represent the average stress values, the whiskers represent the standard
deviation, and the diamonds represent maximum values. Significant differences within the
pairwise comparison of the stresses surrounding the central screw are designated with an
asterisk (p<0.0005).
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Bone Stresses Surrounding Baseplate Screws:
Unsupported Arm Weight plus Additional
10kg Load
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Figure 4.11: Glenoid Bone Stress: Unsupported Arm Weight plus 10 kg weight
90th percentile bone stresses surrounding each bone screw grouped by bone screw
location. Columns represent the average stress values, the whiskers represent the standard
deviation, and the diamonds represent maximum values. Significant differences within the
pairwise comparison of the stresses surrounding the central screw are designated with an
asterisk (p<0.0005).
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Except for the most extreme loading scenario of 90° forward elevation with a 2 kg weight
in the hand, the average bone stresses stayed below the 10 MPa bone strength threshold.
Localized maximum stresses exceeded the threshold in the 90° abduction cases (both 1BW
and with 2 kg weight in the hand), indicating a risk of localized bone failure. Low demand
loading cases (40° abduction, arm hanging at side with and without weight) resulted in low
bone stresses, with no elements in the 90th percentile dataset exceeding the bone strength
threshold.

4.4

Conclusions

The lateralization of the CoR in the vertical glenoid yoke consistently increased the bone
stresses compared to the HG or LatRSA designs. The failure strength of bone
(approximately 10 MPa), was exceeded in the more extreme loading scenarios, indicating
substantial risk of fixation failure. These results suggest that patients with a linked implant
should avoid activities that subject the joint to high loads, especially where bony ingrowth
to the fixation interface is impaired.
Although the bone stresses between the HG and LatRSA implants were closer in value to
each other than stresses resulting from the VG yoke, significant differences were found in
bone stresses between the HG yoke and LatRSA for equivalent loading cases. With the
exception of loaded 90° forward extension, the HG yoke resulted in higher bone stresses
than the LatRSA, but the differences were less than 0.5 MPa. Although the VG provided
superior ROM compared to the HG linked implant, the tradeoff between ROM and bone
stresses may be tipped in favor of achieving better glenoid fixation, especially in patients
with poor quality bone stock. In the most extreme loading case (loaded 90° FE) the stresses
for HG were about half that for the VG. This is contrasted with a 10° overall penalty in
RoM for the HG, noticed primarily in the posterior and forward elevation quadrants. This
sacrifice may be needed to ensure reliable fixation in the glenoid. It is worth noting that
the bone stresses with the linked HG implant were comparable to those of the commercial
LatRSA implant.
This linked implant has been designed for patients with low functional demands, which
correspond to lower stresses on the bone. The loading cases where bone stresses
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approached or exceeded the 10 MPa bone strength threshold were considered worst case
loading scenarios, and the patients of this device may not have the necessary muscular
strength to perform them.
The contact properties of the implant and bone were modelled to reflect the initial fixation
of the implant, where the peripheral screw threads are engaged with the trabecular bone,
but prior to bony ingrowth on the central screw or back face. As the bone remodels to
integrate into these surfaces, the fixation strength should improve. 127,140
The strengths of this study include creating a bone model that incorporates the spatial
variation of mechanical properties of bone. Several authors have found that the
central/posterior region of the glenoid is denser and stronger than other areas.125,147,148 This
creates a more realistic model than a foam block or homogenous material properties
assigned to all cortical and trabecular bone elements. Additionally, inclusion of a common
clinical lateralized RSA model provided a clinically relevant baseline to compare results
from the linked implant.
There were several limitations of this modelling study. A single non-pathologic, intact
scapula was used, which is not representative of clinical revision cases, with compromised
bone. This study should be repeated with clinical CT scans of several patients, since bone
density and material properties are highly variable even within age-matched
samples.146,148,149
Determining an appropriate bone strength limit was difficult, given the wide range of
reported experimental values. Average glenoid trabecular bone ultimate strength has been
experimentally found as low as 1 MPa,123 and as high as 67 MPa.149 Anglin et al.146
determined a mean trabecular bone strength of the glenoid of 10 MPa, which has been used
as the bone allowable strength in several FE glenoid fixation studies.139,150 A uniform stress
criterion of 10 MPa was used; a limitation of VM criteria is that it assumes isotropic
material properties. Bone is not considered isotropic. However, VM stress incorporates the
principal stresses into a single value. Additionally, since the purpose of this study was a
comparison of bone stresses between different implant lateralizations, a relative stress
measure was sufficient.
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Additionally, a continuum model was used to represent the scapular trabecular bone, where
in reality, this is a porous structure. The geometry of the trabecular structure has a major
effect on the bone strength. Also, the cylindrical contact area modelled between the bone
and screws does not fully represent the individual points of contact between the screws and
trabeculae. Clinical CT scanner resolution and computational constraints limit the ability
to perform a traditional FE analysis on trabecular bone interactions.
Future work could include using a larger selection of baseplate and screw configurations.
Codsi et al.61 found screw positioning to have a significant effect on fixation strength. Ahir
et al.133 found that a fixed fulcrum shoulder with a single, oversized, coarse-threaded
central screw that had some purchase into the cortical shell of the scapula allowed the
stresses to be effectively dispersed through the stronger bone shell in FEA simulation.
Upon analysis of a retrieved component, evidence of bone ingrowth to the threads was
seen,133 which bears promise for this linked implant design. Additionally, with more
investigation into the optimal lateralization of the CoR on muscle loading, the yokes of the
linked implant may be shortened which would reduce the moment arm of the load, thereby
reducing bone fixation stresses.
In conclusion, bone stresses are influenced by the lateralization distance of the joint CoR.
The additional CoR lateralization of the linked implants VG yoke resulted in bone stresses
double that of HG or LatRSA in some loading conditions, and may exceed the bone failure
strength in high loading scenarios. A linked implant with a horizontal glenoid yoke
orientation produces bone stresses at the fixation interface similar to a commercial
lateralized RSA implant.
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Chapter 5

5

General Conclusions and Future Work

OVERVIEW: This chapter reviews the feasibility of the linked implant is discussed in terms
of the objectives defined in Chapter 1. A summary of the computational models developed
to test the performance of the proposed implant design is provided. The strengths and
limitations of this work are discussed. Finally, future studies are proposed to further the
evaluation of the proposed implant design.

5.1 Summary and General Discussion
Various shoulder replacement systems have been used to treat shoulder pathologies with
generally successful outcomes.20,27,37 However, a small subset of patients continues to
experience chronic shoulder instability after joint replacement, with higher risk identified
in patients undergoing revision surgery and with severe rotator cuff deficiency. Surgical
management of these cases is still unsatisfactory.40,45 With this population in mind, a linked
shoulder implant based on a universal joint was designed to provide stability while
restoring a normal range of motion.
The starting point of this analysis was the creation of the basic design of a linked implant
(Chapter 2). Variable parameters were identified as the orientation of the glenoid yoke, the
location of the glenoid yoke within the glenoid face, the tilt of the glenoid yoke with respect
to the glenoid plane, and the offset distance of the hinges in the center trunnion. These
parameters were varied to create 24 multiple configurations of the linked implant for a
three–dimensional range of motion assessment. The ability to measure a 3D circumduction
RoM in a repeatable protocol is an improvement on the 2D planar ROM assessments
commonly reported clinically. Objective 1 was satisfied by several configurations of the
implant achieving normal joint range of motion. The adduction/ abduction range of motion
was limited only by the bony prominences of the shoulder, indicating that the implant itself
will not impair joint motion. Cross-body joint angles exceeded the requirements to perform
basic tasks of daily life.
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Once it was determined that the linked implant was capable of restoring normal range of
motion to the shoulder, it was then analyzed for static and fatigue stress in the context of
clinically relevant activities of daily living. Chapter 3 indicated that the linkage had the
mechanical integrity to withstand the expected loading of the joint based on measured joint
loads. Stresses were highest in the humeral yoke component, but still well under the yield
strength of the material. The minimum static factor of safety against yielding was found to
be 1.6. The minimum factor of safety for fatigue failure under low angle abduction was
found to be greater than 2, confirming the mechanical feasibility of the implant. Thus,
Objective 2 was satisfied. Additionally, a cross-validation between a novel meshless
analysis software (Simsolid) and traditional finite element analysis software (SolidWorks)
was performed. No difference was found between the results generated from Simsolid and
SolidWorks, which also serves as a validation of Simsolid.
Finally, Objective 3 was to evaluate the fixation of the implant to the glenoid bone using
physiologically relevant loading scenarios. Using the same loading scenarios that the
linkage components were subjected to, with the addition of the unsupported arm load,
Chapter 4 compared the bone stresses generated within the glenoid between the proposed
linked implant and an existing implant. This was done to predict a relative increase in
fracture risk based on the lateralization distance of the center of rotation. The lateralization
associated with the abduction hinge for the vertical glenoid yoke configuration with
superior range of motion also resulted in approximately double the glenoid bone stresses
compared to that of a commercial lateralized RSA implant used as a baseline. In light of
these results, consideration should be given to a configuration that limits the lateralization
of the center of rotation to a similar distance of a lateralized RSA. The horizontal glenoid
yoke configuration maintains the CoR close to that of a lateralized RSA implant. Although
the available RoM is on average 10° less than that of the vertical glenoid yoke, glenoid
bone stresses around the central screw are an average of 0.5 MPa or 9% lower than for the
lateralized RSA. The available range of motion still fulfills the joint angles required for
activities of daily living.92
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Overall, the feasibility of this implant has been confirmed; normal range of motion can be
restored, the implant can withstand high loads statically, and moderate loads in fatigue
analysis, and bone fixation stresses are comparable to clinically used lateralized RSA
implants.

5.2

Strengths and Limitations

One of the main strengths of this work was the parametric design that allowed the
variability of parameters, and the ability to isolate the effects of these changes. The design
of the implant was varied to test four different parameters on the circumduction range of
motion. The repetition of testing across multiple bony models helped remove the influence
of differing bony morphology on the range of motion.
Additionally, the loads used for finite element analysis were based on measured joint loads
under physiologically relevant activities of daily living, increasing confidence that
appropriate load magnitudes and directions were simulated. The results were then cross
validated with two different software, to mitigate errors associated with mesh-based stress
concentration effects, and due to simplifications of the boundary conditions.
The methodology of the glenoid bone fixation FEA involved individually mapped material
properties to each element based on the CT scan density, which reflects the gradient of
material properties found in human bone. This is considered a more realistic model than a
homogenous foam block. Additionally, consistent screw placement was maintained
between all cases to ensure that only load inputs and lateralization distances would affect
the stress.
Since this implant was designed as a salvage procedure, it is likely that previous revision
surgeries may compromise the glenoid bone quality. We used an intact, normal scapular
bone for the fixation stress analysis instead of a specimen that had previously undergone
shoulder replacement. Although this may include defects that are clinically relevant to
revision surgery, the variability of defect size, positioning and severity encountered
clinically is difficult to predict, or find a representative bone specimen. The study was
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performed as a comparison based on lateralization distance of the CoR, thus the results are
still transferable in different bone quality cases.

5.3

Future Work

The purpose of this work was to functionally analyze a parametric implant design of a
linked shoulder implant to investigate the feasibility of this novel implant. As this
functional analysis has yielded promising results in terms of restoring normal range of
motion and withstanding physiologic joint loads, further testing and refinement of the
implant is worthwhile to pursue in cadaver-based experiments.
To further investigate the effects of each variable parameter on the range of motion, a large
sample size study using the same protocol could be performed across all configurations.
This would allow a multi-way repeated measures ANOVA to be performed and isolate the
effects of each variable parameter. Undertaking a study of this size would have been
premature prior to completing this feasibility study, but would provide useful information
as part of an iterative design process.
Additionally, a physical prototype of the linked implant will be created. This prototype will
allow physical replication of the computational simulations performed in this work for
validation. Strain gauges could be integrated to validate the results of the finite element
analysis on component stresses. The components can be implanted in a cadaver model to
assess the effects of soft tissue on the range of motion. For clinical testing, muscle wrapping
and implant isolation will need to be addressed.
Furthermore, the stresses in the implant and glenoid fixation were evaluated based on
anatomic loads, which were primarily generated by the deltoid and rotator cuff. The joint
load may change based on the geometry of this implant and in cases of rotator cuff
deficiency. The effects of these factors on joint loading should be assessed.
The linked implant is intended to be implemented within a protective boot that will isolate
it from the body. The boot design should be developed now that the mechanical feasibility
of the linked implant has been confirmed. As part of the boot design, muscle wrapping of
the rotator cuff and deltoid need to be considered. Muscle wrapping may be compromised
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by the amount of bone resected or bone defects arising from previous surgery. The virtual
surgical technique used in this thesis may need to be revised in light of muscle attachment
requirements. The design of the boot should also consider muscle wrapping; this may
include incorporating anchors for muscle reattachment. The surgical technique and
attachment anchors may affect the range of motion; thus, the boot design and muscle
wrapping strategy should be developed in tandem.

5.4

Conclusion

The proposed linked implant is able to meet or exceed the normal range of motion, as
measured from a bony model in circumduction. The implant is expected to withstand
physiologically relevant loads without yielding based on finite element models of the
linkage. The fixation stress in the glenoid bone should be comparable to that of a lateralized
RSA system, depending on the chosen glenoid yoke orientation. A tradeoff between range
of motion and fixation stress must be made depending on the quality of bone stock available
at the time of surgery.
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Appendix A - Glossary of Medical Terms
OVERVIEW: This appendix lists and defines common medical terminology that is relevant
to the work of this thesis.
Anterior

Towards the front; opposite posterior

Arthroplasty

Surgical replacement of a joint

Cortical

Hard bone, typically the outer layer of bone

Distal

Relative term reflecting a farther position from the reference
point, such as the center of the body

Excise

To remove

Frontal

Plane passing through the body in the medial -lateral direction

Implant

An artificial component surgically installed in the body

Inferior

Relative term reflecting a position below the point of reference

Instability

The inability to maintain a normal joint relationship between the
humeral head and the glenoid

Intraoperative

During surgery

In-vitro

Latin translation “in death”. Refers to within a cadaveric
specimen

In-vivo

Latin translation “in life”. Refers to within a living subject

Joint

The contact of two or more bones, typically the point of relative
motion

Landmarks

Easily recognizable features of bone

Lateral

Refers to a position farther from the sagittal plane (midline) of
the body

Ligament

Fibrous tissue connecting bones or cartilage, provides strength
and stability to the joint

Medial

Refers to a position towards the sagittal plane of the body

Morphology

Refers to the shape or form of a structure

Muscle

Organ that contracts to effect joint motion
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Muscle moment
arm

The orthogonal distance from the muscle origin to the axis of
rotation

Osteolysis

Pathologic resorption of bone

Physiological

Normal, biological, not pathologic

Posterior

Toward the back; opposite anterior

Prosthesis

An artificial component that replaces a part of the body

Proximal

Relative term reflecting a closer position to the reference point,
such as the center of the body

Resorption

Dissolution of a tissue

Sagittal

Plane passing through the body in the anterior -posterior
direction

Superior

Relative term reflecting a position above the point of reference

Tendon

Connective tissue that joins muscle to bone or cartilage

Trabecular

Porous inner bone

Transverse

Horizontal plane passing through midline of the body
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Appendix B – Detailed Part Drawings of Linked Implant
OVERVIEW: This appendix contains a complete set of manufacturing drawings for the
components of the linked shoulder implant.

Drawing Number

Description

A_1

Exploded view of the linkage assembly

GY_1

Part drawing of glenoid yoke

CT_1

Part drawing of center trunnion

P_1

Part drawing of pin

HY_1

Part drawing of humeral yoke

HS_1

Part drawing of humeral shaft
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Appendix C – Individual Range of Motion Plots for 6
Repeated Configurations
OVERVIEW: The following reports the mean joint angle for each of the 6 configurations
repeated within 3 specimens. The joint angle was measured and plotted at 30 points along
the circumduction profile. This data was collected and presented consistent with the
method described in Chapter 2.

Circumduction Range of Motion (angle wrt glenoid plane):
Vertical Glenoid, Lowered, Tilted 20° Down, 8mm Offset
VG_L_20D_C8_mean
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Figure C.1: Circumduction RoM for configuration 1
The joint angle is averaged between three sizes of specimens tested. Dark line represents
mean joint angle, with the shaded band depicting one standard deviation on either side of
the mean value.
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Circumduction Range of Motion (angle wrt glenoid plane):
Vertical Glenoid, Lowered, Tilted 10° Down, 8mm Offset
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Figure C.2: Circumduction RoM for configuration 2
The joint angle is averaged between three sizes of specimens tested. Dark line represents
mean joint angle, with the shaded band depicting one standard deviation on either side of
the mean value.

Circumduction Range of Motion (angle wrt glenoid plane):
Vertical Glenoid, Lowered, Neutral Tilt, 8mm Offset
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Figure C.3: Circumduction RoM for configuration 3
The joint angle is averaged between three sizes of specimens tested. Dark line represents
mean joint angle, with the shaded band depicting one standard deviation on either side of
the mean value.
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Circumduction Range of Motion (angle wrt glenoid plane):
Vertical Glenoid, Centered, Tilted 20° Down, 8mm Offset
VG_C_20D_C8_mean
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Figure C.4: Circumduction RoM for configuration 4
The joint angle is averaged between three sizes of specimens tested. Dark line represents
mean joint angle, with the shaded band depicting one standard deviation on either side of
the mean value.
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Circumduction Range of Motion (angle wrt glenoid plane):
Horizontal Glenoid, Lowered, Tilted 20° Down, 8mm Offset
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Figure C.5: Circumduction RoM for configuration 5
The joint angle is averaged between three sizes of specimens tested. Dark line represents
mean joint angle, with the shaded band depicting one standard deviation on either side of
the mean value.
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Circumduction Range of Motion (angle wrt glenoid plane):
Horizontal Glenoid, Centered, Neutral Tilt, 6mm Offset
HG_C_N_C6_mean
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Figure C.6: Circumduction RoM for configuration 6
The joint angle is averaged between three sizes of specimens tested. Dark line represents
mean joint angle, with the shaded band depicting one standard deviation on either side of
the mean value.
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Appendix D: Tolerance Calculations for Pin and Center
Trunnion
OVERVIEW: Appendix D presents the tolerance calculations of the pin and center
trunnion used to evaluate Hertzian contact stress between these components.
Tolerance was calculated using shaft basis to allow a press fit between the pin and the
yokes, and a sliding fit between the pin and center trunnion. The minimum and maximum
dimensions for each feature are presented in Table 1.
Pin – Center Trunnion
A sliding fit (G7/h6) was chosen as it is the recommended fit for low speed sliding surfaces,
and since it most closely replicates a journal bearing. 151
Pin – Yoke
A press fit will be employed between the pin and yoke holes to retain the pins in place
without the need for a retaining ring or cap. A locational interference fit (p7/h6) was chosen
since there are no requirements to transmit axial torque, simply to hold the pin so that the
trunnion may rotate around it.
Based on the chosen tolerances, the maximum and minimum diameters for each component
may be determined by adding / subtracting the relevant deviation. Deviation values were
taken from ANSI B4.2-1978: Preferred Metric Limits and Fits. 152
Table D.1: Tolerance Dimensions for Pin, Center Trunnion, and Yoke holes
Component

Fit

Nominal
Diameter
(mm)

Minimum
Diameter
(mm)

Maximum
Diameter
(mm)

Pin

XX/h6

7.5

7.491

7.500

Block hole

G7/h6

7.5

7.505

7.520

Yoke hole

P7/h6

7.5

7.476

7.491
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Appendix E: Hertzian Contact Stress Calculations
OVERVIEW: The following reports the calculation of Hertzian contact stress between the
pin and center trunnion. The calculations are based on a worst case scenario, using the
highest radial mismatch between the pin and center trunnion based on the tolerances
calculated in Appendix D. The loading case used was loaded 90° forward elevation with
a 2 kg weight in the hand, representing the most aggressive loading scenario.
Table E.1: Variables used for Hertzian contact stress calculations
Variable Meaning

Value

Units

b

Half width of contact area between 2 cylinders

1.077

mm

l

Length of contact area between 2 cylinders

15

mm

F

Force compressing the 2 cylinders

1700

N

v

Poisson’s ratio

0.3

-

E

Young’s Modulus

220

GPa

d1

Diameter of inner cylinder

7.491

mm

d2

Diameter of surrounding cylindrical surface

7.520

mm

Note that the subscripts differentiate between the inner cylinder and the surrounding
cylindrical surface. For the case of nested cylinders, the d of the internal cylinder is taken
as negative.151
The diameters listed above reflect the largest radial mismatch between the pin and
corresponding hole in the center trunnion block, thus representing the worst case scenario.
The half-width of the contact area is calculated as:
2𝐹 (1 − 𝑣1 2 )/𝐸1 + (1 − 𝑣2 2 )/𝐸2
𝑏=√
1
1
𝜋𝑙
𝑑1 + 𝑑2

(E.1)
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The maximum pressure at the contact surface is calculated by equation E.2:
2𝐹

𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜋𝑏𝑙 = 67 MPa

(E.2)

The maximum shear stress occurs beneath the contact surface and is given by:
𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.3𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 20.1 MPa

(E.3)
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Appendix F: Fatigue Calculations
OVERVIEW: The following reports the calculation of fatigue safety factor in the humeral
yoke under fluctuating stress conditions. The loading case used was unloaded 40°
abduction.
S-N curves are developed using alternating stress conditions (the test specimen alternates
between tension and compression, with the mean stress equal to zero). At low level
abduction, the components of the universal joint will fluctuate from minimal stress to a
maximal stress value (as calculated in Chapter 3), but will not experience stress reversal
from tension to compression. Therefore, adjustments must be made in the fatigue
calculations to reflect the fluctuating loading conditions. 151

The modified Goodman fatigue criteria was used, after adjusting the fatigue limit published
by Bayrak et al.116 for the Marin factors. Relevant equations and intermediate values are
presented in Table F.1, calculated according to the methods set out by Shigley et al.151 The
minimum factor of safety against fatigue failure based on an infinite lifetime at low angle
abduction is 2.2.
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Table F.1: Fatigue Calculations and Intermediate Values

Name

Formula

Corrected

𝑆𝑒 = 𝐾𝑎 𝑘𝑏 𝑘𝑐 𝐾𝑑 𝐾𝑒 𝐾𝑓 𝑆𝑒′
𝑆𝑒′ = 624 MPa

Endurance
Strength

𝑆𝑒 = 426 MPa

Surface Factor

𝑘𝑎 = 𝑎(𝑆𝑈𝑇𝑆 )𝑏

(ground)

𝑘𝑎 = 0.86

Size Factor

𝑘𝑏 = 1.24𝑑 −0.107
𝑘𝑏 = 0.975
𝑘𝑐 = 1

Loading Factor
Temperature

𝑘𝑑 = 1

Factor
Reliability
Factor
Miscellaneous
Effects Factor

Midrange Stress

Intermediate values

𝜎𝑚 =

𝑏 = −0.107

𝑑 = 9.5 mm

Stress

𝜎𝑎 = 170 MPa

Factor of Safety

1
𝑛𝑓 = 𝜎
𝜎𝑚
𝑎
+
𝑆𝑒 𝑆𝑈𝑇𝑆
𝑛𝑓 = 2.2

(F.3)

Operates below
40°C

Undetermined

𝜎𝑎 = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥

(F.2)

Bending stress

𝑘𝑓 = 1

Alternating

(F.1)

𝑆𝑈𝑇𝑆 = 1300 MPa

99% reliability

𝜎𝑚 = 85 MPa

number

𝑎 = 1.58

𝑘𝑒 = 0.814

1
(𝜎
− 𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
2 𝑚𝑎𝑥

Equation

Stresses from FEA
in Ch 3 (humeral

(F.4)

yoke)
Stresses from FEA
in Ch 3 (humeral

(F.5)

yoke)

Modified Goodman

(F.6)
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Appendix G: Glenoid Bone Fixation Stress
OVERVIEW: The following reports the tabulated values for mean and maximum glenoid
bone stress based on cutoff thresholds of the 90th percentile, 95th percentile, and 99th
percentile. Stresses are presented for each bone screw in the glenoid.
Table G.1: Central Screw Bone Stresses
90th Percentile
95th Percentile
Mean σ Max σ
Mean σ Max σ
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
1 Body Weight Shear and Compressive Load
LatRSA
3.4
15.4
4.2
20.4
HG
3.7
16.8
4.5
22.9
VG
4.8
21.4
5.8
28.5
Unloaded 40° Abduction
LatRSA
1.4
6.0
1.7
8.1
HG
1.6
6.8
1.9
9.3
VG
2.1
9.5
2.6
11.6
Loaded 90° Abduction
LatRSA
3.7
12.3
4.3
23.6
HG
4.2
14.2
5.0
28.9
VG
6.6
23.5
7.8
44.5
Loaded 90° Forward Elevation
LatRSA
9.1
30.6
10.7
51.2
HG
5.8
19.3
6.9
37.5
VG
16.9
59.0
20.1
99.3
Unloaded Arm Hanging at Side
LatRSA
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.6
HG
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.8
VG
0.2
0.9
3.0
1.2
Loaded Arm Hanging at Side (Additional 10 kg)
LatRSA
0.3
1.30.4
0.8
1.8
HG
0.5
1.9
0.6
2.8
VG
0.8
3.0
0.9
4.0
Hinge lateralization
Central Screw

99th Percentile
Mean σ Max σ
(MPa)
(MPa)
5.1
5.5
7.0

32.0
36.0
43.5

2.0
2.3
3.1

12.5
14.1
17.4

5.4
6.3
10.0

36.1
47.8
76.7

13.3
8.7
25.3

102.2
64.9
202.6

0.1
0.2
0.3

0.7
1.4
1.8

0.4
0.7
1.1

2.4
4.6
6.0
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Table G.2: Anterior Screw Bone Stresses
90th Percentile
95th Percentile
Mean σ Max σ
Mean σ Max σ
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
1 Body Weight Shear and Compressive Load
LatRSA
1.3
4.6
1.4
5.9
HG
1.2
3.8
1.4
5.5
VG
1.7
5.2
1.9
8.6
Unloaded 40° Abduction
LatRSA
1.4
6.0
1.7
8.1
HG
0.6
2.1
0.7
2.8
VG
0.8
2.9
0.9
4.6
Loaded 90° Abduction
LatRSA
2.8
10.6
3.3
13.6
HG
3.5
14.2
4.2
20.1
VG
4.8
20.4
5.8
27.9
Loaded 90° Forward Elevation
LatRSA
6.8
29.5
8.3
40.8
HG
4.7
19.3
5.6
24.6
VG
12.1
51.5
14.8
74.6
Unloaded Arm Hanging at Side
LatRSA
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.9
HG
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
VG
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.4
Loaded Arm Hanging at Side (Additional 10 kg)
LatRSA
0.5
2.1
0.6
2.8
HG
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.8
VG
0.3
0.8
0.3
1.4
Hinge lateralization
Anterior Screw

99th Percentile
Mean σ Max σ
(MPa)
(MPa)
1.6
1.7
2.5

14.5
15.5
26.9

2.0
0.8
1.1

12.5
7.6
13.6

3.9
5.1
7.0

30.8
41.3
52.0

10.4
6.9
18.4

91.4
59.5
160.5

0.2
0.1
0.1

1.3
0.7
1.4

0.6
0.3
0.4

4.3
2.4
4.5
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Table G.3: Superior Screw Bone Stresses
90th Percentile
95th Percentile
Mean σ Max σ
Mean σ Max σ
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
1 Body Weight Shear and Compressive Load
LatRSA
2.2
7.7
2.6
12.2
HG
2.1
7.6
2.4
11.2
VG
2.9
10.4
3.4
15.7
Unloaded 40° Abduction
LatRSA
1.0
3.4
1.2
5.4
HG
1.6
6.8
1.9
9.3
VG
1.6
5.7
1.9
8.7
Loaded 90° Abduction
LatRSA
3.3
12.2
4.0
22.3
HG
3.8
13.6
4.5
23.5
VG
5.0
17.4
5.9
29.4
Loaded 90° Forward Elevation
LatRSA
6.6
23.9
7.9
37.7
HG
5.1
19.1
6.1
34.0
VG
10.7
40.2
12.8
61.3
Unloaded Arm Hanging at Side
LatRSA
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.5
HG
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.7
VG
0.2
0.8
0.2
1.0
Loaded Arm Hanging at Side (Additional 10 kg)
LatRSA
0.4
1.2
0.4
1.8
HG
0.4
1.6
0.5
2.2
VG
0.7
2.0
0.8
3.3
Hinge lateralization
Superior Screw

99th Percentile
Mean σ Max σ
(MPa)
(MPa)
3.1
2.9
4.1

22.8
20.8
28.4

1.4
2.3
2.3

10.2
14.1
15.9

2.3
5.9
7.7

55.9
60.6
75.9

10.2
7.9
16.4

103.2
79.1
150.0

0.2
0.2
0.3

1.2
1.1
1.6

0.5
0.6
0.9

3.9
3.6
5.3
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Table G.4: Posterior Screw Bone Stresses
90th Percentile
95th Percentile
Mean σ Max σ
Mean σ Max σ
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
1 Body Weight Shear and Compressive Load
LatRSA
1.6
5.7
1.9
8.2
HG
1.8
6.4
2.1
9.1
VG
2.2
7.5
2.6
11.0
Unloaded 40° Abduction
LatRSA
0.8
3.0
0.9
3.8
HG
0.9
3.3
1.0
4.2
VG
1.1
4.0
1.3
5.3
Loaded 90° Abduction
LatRSA
2.7
11.0
3.3
16.8
HG
3.2
11.7
3.7
17.2
VG
4.9
17.0
5.8
23.9
Loaded 90° Forward Elevation
LatRSA
6.3
20.3
7.3
28.4
HG
3.9
14.1
4.6
20.1.
VG
12.3
40.2
14.2
54.7
Unloaded Arm Hanging at Side
LatRSA
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.4
HG
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.5
VG
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.6
Loaded Arm Hanging at Side (Additional 10 kg)
LatRSA
0.3
0.9
0.3
1.2
HG
0.4
1.3
0.1
1.8
VG
0.5
1.5
5
2.0
Hinge lateralization
Posterior Screw

99th Percentile
Mean σ Max σ
(MPa)
(MPa)
2.2
2.5
2.9

10.6
12.1
14.0

1.1
1.2
1.5

5.9
6.7
7.9

3.9
4.4
6.7

24.7
27.2
39.0

8.3
5.4
16.2

48.9
33.4
90.8

0.1
0.1
0.2

0.5
0.8
1.0

0.3
0.5
0.6

1.7
2.5
3.2
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Table G.5: Inferior Screw Bone Stresses
90th Percentile
95th Percentile
Mean σ Max σ
Mean σ Max σ
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
1 Body Weight Shear and Compressive Load
LatRSA
1.6
5.0
1.9
1.2
HG
1.4
4.5
1.7
10.5
VG
2.1
6.5
2.5
13.4
Unloaded 40° Abduction
LatRSA
1.0
3.0
1.2
6.0
HG
1.1
3.3
1.2
5.9
VG
1.6
4.6
1.8
7.7
Loaded 90° Abduction
LatRSA
2.5
7.2
2.8
10.7
HG
2.6
7.2
2.9
10.6
VG
3.7
10.3
4.2
15.0
Loaded 90° Forward Elevation
LatRSA
2.1
6.6
2..4
11.4
HG
2.1
5.8
2.4
11.1
VG
3.6
11.3
4.2
19.7
Unloaded Arm Hanging at Side
LatRSA
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.6
HG
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.6
VG
0.1
0.5
0.2
0.7
Loaded Arm Hanging at Side (Additional 10 kg)
LatRSA
0.2
0.7
0.3
2.0
HG
0.3
1.1
0.4
1.9
VG
0.5
1.5
0.5
2.4
Hinge lateralization
Inferior Screw

99th Percentile
Mean σ Max σ
(MPa)
(MPa)
2.5
2.2
3.0

31.9
29.3
37.9

1.5
1.5
2.2

18.9
19.3
24.9

3.3
3.4
4.9

22.5
21.8
30.0

3.0
2.9
5.1

22.3
19.5
35.1

0.1
0.1
0.2

1.9
2.0
2.7

0.4
0.5
0.7

6.0
6.7
8.6
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